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Software costs are an increa s in g fraction of total 
\ 
computer project costs and , 
software costs dominate 
software de velopment cos t s 
integration; a significant 
for ma ny c om puter projects, 
hard war e c o s ts. Much of the 
are for test i ng , debugg i n g a nd 
p a r t of t he costs a f ter r e l ea.s ing 
the software are for correcting e rr ors. Thus there is 
current interest in the e rror char a c ter i st ics; numbe r, type 
(overflow, s eguence control) a nd locati o n of so f twar e e rrors 
in a program. It is gen e rally acc e pted that computer 
progra ms with a complex structure, t hat i s one with a high 
incidenc e of branch instruct i ons and l oops , are ha rder to 
debug and test and more e rrors p e r s is t a ft e r release t ha n 
for progra ms wit h a more simple st ruc ture . An er r or:-
simula tion modelt is prese nt e d h e r e wh i c h i nv e sti g a t e s the 
relationship of program st r uc t ur-e t o er r or de t e ction and 
test effort • 
Sinc e structur e can b e cont r ol led during the de s ig n 
phase an d measured t hroug h all ph as e s of a comp u te r p roj ect, 
the study of th e r e la t ion s hi p b e tw ee n struc ture and er ro r 
charact e ristics is valuabl e to the ma nage r of a soft ware 
pr-oj e ct. Complex progra m struc t u res with poor erro r 
characteristics s hould be avoi ded . Poor er r or 
chara cteris tics r es ul.t wh e n many erro rs a re located in 
1 The sugge stion to us e a simu l atio n model to stu d y 
softwar e e rror d etec tion was gi ven by Dr. S am ue l Lit win, a 




complex structures in such a way that error d e t e ction would 
prove diffi c ult duri n g t e sting. In cases where compl e x 
program s t ructur e s may be necessary to help me et progra m 
size or s pe e d limitations, it is useful to have an 
indication of th e additional te s ting which may be caused by 
complex s tructur e s. It is also use ful to be able to compar e 
the er r or charact e ris tics o f design alternative s that have 
differe nt program structures . 
8 
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A. SOFTW AR E COSTS 
Th e cost o f computer sy s te ms can be divided into 
hardware (cost of com puter s and peripheral equipment) and 
software (cost t o design, writ e , t est and ma in ta in compute r 
programs ). The p r o portio n of total costs that is 
attribu tabl e to softwar e has been incr easin gr pro j ect ions of 
higher costs for people and lo wer costs for hardware 
compo nents bein g a c on ti n u i ng trend~ The di r ec t cost of 
software is enormous ; one est i mate of th e cost i n the Unit e d 
Stat esy according t o Ref. 1, is 10 billion dollars per year . 
Indir e ct costs due to l ate delivery, no npe r fo rmance du e to 
errors, wrong acti ons d ue to erron e o us output, etc., are 
a ls o very large. 
Although there i s no t ex t ensive data avail ab l e on the 
cost of softwar e projects , there is e nough data to in dicate 
th e magn itude of soft w~ r e costs . Refere nc es 1 and 2 contain 
a co mprehens i ve study o f Air Forc e computer costs. The Air 
Force estimates that software co s ts in 1 972 were from 1 to 
1.5 billion d ollars , wh ic h is 4 to 5 percent of the total 
Air Forc e b udget , whi le computer ha rdware c osts were from 
300 to 4 00 million dollar s . Th e pe rcentage of co mputer 
costs du e · to sof tware ha s increased from 3 0 pe rc e nt in the 
late 1950 ' s to 70 pe rce nt n o w and the est i mate for 1 985 is 
90 percent. The sof tware c osts for the u.s. manned space 





dollars, Ref. 1. In . the private sector the same relative 
magnitudes and tr e nd s are prese nt. The dev e lopment cost of 
~ modern g e nera l 





is about one half for 
(operating systems , 
operating system 
estimated to have 
1000 dollars . per 
compilers, support programs). 
developed by IBM for the 360 series 
cost 200 million dollars or 




The production of software can be divided into three 
phases: 
* analysis and des ign, 
* writing prog rams and 
* test and integration. 
Data on how time, effort and money ar e divided among these 
three phase s gives some indicat ion of why so ftwa re 
production is s o costly. rhe f r a ct ion o f time, effort and 
money for e ach phas e diffe r s from application to 
application; ho we ver, data fr om some large projects sh ow 
similar experience. Es timates are given in Refs . 1 a~d 2 for 
some military co mma nd a n d control syst e ms: analysis and 
design is about 35 percen t, writing programs 15 perce nt a n d 
test and int egration 50 percent . For space project s t he 
estimates are 35, 20, 45 percen t . For the IBM 360 op erating 
syst e m the estimates are 35, 15,_ 50 pe rc e nt. Data f o r 
busin e ss applications indicates less for testing and 
integration and more f~r a nalysis and design than the above 
data. The surprising amount of time, effort anj mo n e y for 
test a nd integration is often the it e m most un de restim a t ed 






In the field of software en gineering there is little 
agreement on the definition of terms, such as the definition 
of software reliability. In ord er to mak e the un1erstanding 
of this paper easier the following definitions will be 
adhered to as much as possible. 
~Qftw~£~ £~11~hi1i~Y is th e probabil ity that a 
computer program will perfor m its inte nded function for a 
specified interval und e r the stated condit i ons a cc ording to 
Ref. 4. 
1~§11ng is an effort to det ermi n e the presence of 
software errors, not their absence. 
~Q.f~wc.re ~££2£ is an error in programming logi c 
which le ads to undesirable results during program executio n . 
tl_od£1~ is a p::trticular phy s ical com bination of 
program instructions that is indep ende nt of othe rs with 
resp e ct to co mpiling, assembling and loading. 
££Qg£~!!! is a set of modules. 
may be d esc cibe d by 
chara cteristics such as program si ze~ incide nce of bran c h 
instructions, incide nce of loop s, incide nce of sub rou tine 






instruct i on s 
------------
e it he r ma y be 
computational or input/output in s truct i ons. 
~i£gctgre d E£Qg£~~~iQg is a progra mmin g t ec h ni que, 
Ref. 5, in which a program with one entry and on e e xit c an 
be writte n using only the follo wing progr amm i n g 
progressions: 
* Sequence 
* IF TH EN ELSE 
* DO WHILE 
Qi£ectg~ g£~£h is a geometric g raph, con s i s t i ng of 
nodes and arcs ~ with a direction of trav e rsal ass ociated 
with each arc. 
C. CLASSI FICAT IO N OF ERRO RS 
Software e rror s ar e cl a s s ifie d as foll ows : 
* Mista kes in logic at th e flow ch a rt leve l, 
* Computat ion and assi g n me nt, 
* Sequ e ncing and control, 
* Input;output 1 
* Declarations, 
* Keypu nchin g/cl e ric a l erro r s commi t t ed in wri t in g 
instructions on co d ing shee ts, 
* New e r rors intr8d uc e d as a re s ult of design ch a nges: 
• unexpected side effe cts cau sed b y chan ge s, 
• logical fla ws in cha n ge to des i gn , 
• inconsistencies b e tw ee n ch a ng ed design and 
i mpl em e nt a tion, 




D. TESTING AND ERROR DErECTION 
The life cycle of a program is composed of the following 
phases: 
* Design and analysis, 
* Module development ~nd testing, 
* System integration t e sting, 
* Functional testing, 
* Maintenance. 
The cost of error d etection and repair during system 
integration t est ing i s three times t hat of t est ing an 
individual module during modu l e de ve lopm ent testing at TR W, 
accordin g to Ref • . 6. Therefore, the obj ective shou l d be to 
reduce the number of errors detected d uring syst e m 
integration t esting an d increase the number (propor tion ) 
discover ed during modul e development testing. 
In many mod erate and lar ge computer proj ects, a 
progra mmer writes and debugs a modul e and then gives it to a 
test group. The test gro up tests the module, int egrates it 
with other modules and then continues testing. The module 
is t ested by supplying an input to the module and then 
comparing the outcome to the known correct outcome. If 
there is a mismatch between observed and correct outpu t, a n 
error has been detected. When an e rro r i s detected t h e 
modul e i s given to a pcogrammer who locates and corrects th 
error a nd then returns the module to the test group. Notice 
the distinction between testing, which is supplying inputs 
and obse rving outputs, ind debugging, which is t he hi ghly 
individualized detective work n eeded to locate and corr e ct 
err ors. In debugging, th e programmer needs a detail e d 
knowledge of the structure and operation of th e mo d ule. Tla e 





operation; he needs only to un derstand the function of the 
module. 
Most comput e r programs hav e a large number of potential 
inputs; each may exercise a pro g ram in a different way. The 
sequen ce of instructions of the program that results from a 
particular input is called the "path" or "threa d" associated 
with that input. Testing by submitting inputs to the 
program c hecks only the paths associated with those inputs. 
For programs with a very large number of inputs, testing can 
be only a r elat ively small sampling ~ f all possible inputs, 





I I I. 
A. NEE D FOR A MODEL 
Testing is a cr i tica l part o f software projects bec ause 
i t measures and affects the f i nal q u a l ity of the software 
a nd it c onsumes a l arge part of pr o ject ti me and resourc es . 
Testing also r e veals the strengths and weaknesses of the 
analysis, design and c oding o f the software and gives an 
est i mate of the success or: failure of the so ftwa re after 
release. Thus it is important to un de rstand the testing 
process ani to understand the relationships between test ing 
and the various decision variables that may be controlled 
d uring analysis , design and c o ding. 
A difficult facet of progr am test ing involv es th e 
selection of inputs . The tester, who gen e rally is not the 
person who wrote the cod e , does not kno w the specifi c path 
that an input wil l execute. Presently there is no software 
t ool, such as an automatic t e st data generator , tha t would 
a l l o w th e teste r to force an input to foll ow a ce r tain path . 
The closest system designed for t es ting a certain path is 
i n ter active , whe r e the tester s e l ects whichever instruction 
is to fo l low the pr e vious on e . 
path is followed, Re f. 7. This is 
In this way a partic ular 
obvioulsy a slow and 
cumb e rsome way t o ch e ck o ut al l , o r many , o f the poss i hle 
paths in a prog ram . 
15 
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Obviously, inputs should be chosen so that a high 
percentage of the critical paths of the program will be 
exposed to testing. However, this objective must be weighed 
against the cost of machine time for debugging and the cost 
of programming personnel for error correction. A r e lated 
matter is the determination of when to stop testing. It is 
usually infeasible to subject a program to all possible 
input combinations because of resource constraints. Various 
software packages are available for recording ani analyzing 
the following types of data: count and frequency 
distribution of types of instructions executed; indication 
of code which is not executed; and indication of code which 
is impossible to reach, Ref. 8. Although this type of 
instrumentation is helpful for tracing progra m behavior, 
once a set of inputs is select ed , it does not solve the 
problem of s e lecting the number and type of inputs in the 
first place. 
Thus, there is a need for a model to examine the 
relationships between the number of inputs and paths 
traversed, for a given program structure, and th e number of 
remaining errors, fraction of the program expos ed to 
testing, execution time and repair time . It is of i nteres t 
to determine th e number of inputs r equired to achieve a 
specifi ed nu mbe r of re maining errors f or various struc tures , 
when the same n umber of original er rors is used with each 
structur e . In addition it is desirable to id entify 
programming structures which have complexities that make it 
difficult to detect e rrors. 
16 
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B. BASIC MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Program complexity may be described by 
characteristics such as pro gram size, incidence of branch 
instructions, incidence of loops, incide nc e of subrouti ne 
c alls and variety of instructions. Another view of progr~rn 
complexity can be obtained by considering the structure of 
the program to be a series of nodes , arcs and loops in the 
form of a directed graph as shown in Figure l. 
In the dir e c ted graph used in the simulation model , 
nodes represent connection points where parts o f the program 
may me rge and/or branch and ar cs represent a sequence o f 
non branching instructions such as co mputati o n a nd 
input;output. Instructions are located in arcs and erro s 
ar e loca t ed in some of the instructions. An input defin es a 
path from the start no de to an e xit node. Beginning at t h e 
start node an input cau s es execut ion of the instructio ns on 
its path, c on suming test time , until an error is 
encounter ed. After the error is thus dete cted, it is 
r epai r ed , consuming r epair time . Th ere is~ however, so me 
risk that th e repair will introduce a new error in so me 
instruct ion. Restarting at th e initial node, execution is 
begun again with the same input. This process is re peat e d 
until there are no e r rors on the pat h. 
Some r e l ative measu re s of program complexity whic h 
are applica ble to a directed graph r epresentation of program 
structur e a r e : 
17 
Fig 1 Directe d Graph Representati on of a Program 
18 
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* ratio of actual nu mber of arcs to the maximum 
possible number of arcs (eve ry node is connect e d 
to every other node by an arc), 
* ratio of nodes to arcs , 
* ratio of loops to total number of arcs. 
The size of a program is a measure of complexity in an 
absolute sense. In terms of a directed graph structure , 
size is determined by the number of nodes 1 which establishes 
the number of branch points in a program, and by the numb e r 
of arcs, which establishes the degr ee of straightline coding 
between bLanch points. Increasing va lues of the above 
relative and absolute measures represent increasing program 
compl exity. 
The error detection model was wri tte n in FORTRAN IV 
and has been de veloped and us ed on the Naval Postgraduate 
Schoo l's IBM 360/ 6 7 computer. The program has been execut ed 
40 times in the production mode. The simula tion prog ram 
consists of 639 FORTRAN statements, requiring 194,000 by t e s 
of main memory and executes in 40 to 55 seconds, dependi ng 
on th e type of simulation involved. Th e directions for u~e 
of the error simulation program are listed in Appendix B, 
Appendix C is the flow chart, which was produced by t he 
FLOWCH routine which is part of the Pro gramm ing Aids Library 
at the Naval Postraduate School, and t he FORTRAN code f or 
the simulation model is in Appendix D. The dir e cted graph 
was input to the simulation as a node- a rc incidence ma trix. 
Lacking detailed information about th e distributions of the 
pertine nt variables in actual syst ems , th e re were no 
statistical de pe nd e ncies among the variables es tablish ed . 




to poss ess th e Markov property . This als o makes t h e mod e l 
more t ractable for o btai ning an analytical solution. 
The number of instructions per arc is an independent 
exponential random vari able truncated to an integer. Error s 
are inserted by making the number of instructions between 
errors an independ e nt expon e ntial random var i~ble , which 
re sults in a Poisson distribution of errors per int er val of 
instructions. Errors are inserted by s c anning the arcs of 
the node-arc incidence matrix by c olumns un~il the count of 
instruction s from the l ast error eq uals the rand o m number. 
An input is a sequence of rand o m numbers that 
de termine which arc t o t ra ve rse at each branch node. For 
each branch node the probability of taking each arc is 
equal. This could be changed to test t he sensitivity of 
error detection to different branch probab iliti e s. 
The repair tim e s for errors are exponen t ial l y 
distributed. If many pro gr am mer s work on err or r e pair wi t h 
ea c h repairi ng only a small number of errors, the eff ect of 
experi e nce on e r ror r epair may be sm a ll s o th a t a co nstan t 
r epair rate corr e sponding to the expon e ntia l distribution 
would be ap propri a te . If few programm e r s work on repair s , 
experience would be a factor and an increasing repair r at e 
distribution woul d b e appropriate. For example th e 
log- no r mal i s so metim e s used to r e prese nt the d istribution 
of hardware repair time s, Ref . 8. 
The ex e cution times 
exponentially distribu t ed. It was 
ex ecution time of 
in s truction times . 
pro g ra mme r t end s 
patte rns. 
an instruction 
This assum ption 
to sequenc e his 
20 
of instructions ar e 
assumed that the 
do es not d e p e nd on past 
may not hold i f the 
instructions in c ertain 
Wh e n errors are r ep ai red, the pot ential i nt r o ductio n 
of new errors is si m ~lated . Ne w e rror inse rt io n is ba sed o n 
th e ratio of th e nu mb e r of i nst ructi o n s c han ge d b y erro r 
repair to the t otal nu mb er of instru c tions i n the a r c. The 
arc where the new error is to be in serted is deter mined on 
an equal probability basis. 
The s imula t ion is wr itt en s o t ha t a ny dis t r i bu t ion 
or its par ameter can b e changed fo r the p urpose o f 
sen s itivit y a nalysis. rhe choice of d i s tr i b utions ma y ha v e 
a sig nificant e ff e ct on t he si mul a ti on r e s u l ts f o r a gi ven 
structur e ; howe v e r, s ince t h e o bjec t i v e i s to evalu a te 
results on a r e lativ e bas i s a cr oss variou s str uc t u r e s , t he 
choice of di s tr i bution s d o e s no t seem to b e cr i tica l. 
For e ach input , d a t a i s c o l l e c t ed on t h e numbe r a nd 
location of errors de t ec t ed , nu mbe r a n d loca tion o f ne w 
errors, numbe r a nd loca tio n o f re mainin g er r o rs , n u mb e r of 
arc s tr a ve r sed , t im e to ex e c u te i n s tr uctions ~ nd time t o 
r epair e r r or s . 
The simulation mo de l wa s wr i tt e n so tha t i t woul d b e 
po s sible to generate r a nd o m time s f or e a ch in st r uc t i on 
ex e cut e d a n d f or e a c h err o r r epai r ed a s the s i mu l at i on 
proce e ds . Howe v e r , if th e inst~uctio n t imes and r epa ir 
times a r e independ e nt a n d i d6nt i c a lly d i str i but e d a s 
d e c ribe d a bove , the n i t is po ssibl e and c omp utat iona ll y 
des irab l~ to cou n t t h e n umber of ins tructions execu t e d an d 
th e n u mb e r o f e rro rs r e paired and multi pl y t hes e b y t h e 
av e r age i nstruction e xec u t i ng t ime a nd th e a ver a g e error 
r e p a ir ti me , res p e c t i va l y , in o r d e r t o obta in a v e r y good 




C. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 
A basic assumption of the model is that the tester has 
some knowledge of the program structur e , but that for a 
given input he does not know the specific path that it will 
execute. In actual software proj e cts the test group has 
flow charts and program listings; how e ve r, it is infeasible 
to analyze this information b e cause it may contain thousands 
of lines of coding. Be cause of the size of th e program, the 
complicated internal logic a nd the larg e nu mbe r o f paths, 
the r e lationship between inputs and ou t co me s is rarely 
under stood. One exampl e is in th e testing and maint e na nce 
of large operating systems. The r e lations hip of inputs to 
outco mes is so poorly und e rstood - tha t even after an erro r 
has been detected it is oft e n difficult to de termine a n 
input that will reproduce the e rror. 
A further assumption of the model is 
gains no information as th e testing 
that th e t ester 
proceeds th a t wi ll 
influ en ce his choice of subsequent inputs. In actual 
software ·proj e cts the t e st e r should try to make best use of 
any in f ormation gained during testing. Various s o ft wa r e 
packages are a vail ab l e for recording the following types o f 
data count and frequency distribu t ions of i ns tru ction s 
executed , indication of cod e that is not executed and 
indica tion o f code that is im pos s ibl e to r ea ch, Ref . 9 . 
However, ther e are other factor s that may make it difficult 
to effectively use the inf~rm at ion ga i ned during testi ng . 
For ex ample, the test pl a n may be sp e cifi ed in advance with 
no modifications allowed or inputs may be restric ted to 
those t h at will be typical for the program in ac tu a l 
op e r ati on. For t h ese r easo n s t he model a ssum ptions see m 
rea son a bl e as a pplied t o func t iona l t est ing. 
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-The prob ability dist ribution s which were used are lis ted 
below. 
* Instructions per arc 
* Instruction execution time 
* Or iginal error occurr e nce 
* Time to re pair an error 
* Number of instructions 
affected by repair 
* Ne w err or occurrenc e 
* Ite rations per loop 
* Arc s e l e ct e d for n e w 
e r r or insertion 
* Arc select ed at branch 
point fo r t r av e rs a l 
Expone ntial 
Expon enti~l 




(based on ratio o f 
instructions 
changed/ 




Sinc e litt l e is known about the ty pe of p robabili ty 
d istrib u tio n wh ich is associ ated with th e a bov e p ro g r am 
prope r t i es and e x ec u t io n e ve n ts, the se l e c t i o n of 
d istr i b utio n s was , o f necessit y , b a s e d on assu mpt i on s . 
Howev er , it was f e lt t ha t th e as su mp t i o ns were reaso nabl e . 
For eiam ple , t he seedin g o f ori gin a l error s wa s based o n the 
nu mber o f i ns truc t ions b e t wee n e rrors b ei n g e xp o ne ntiall y 
dist r ibu ted , o r e q uiv a l e nt l y, the pr e s e nce of an error wa s 
independ e nt o f th e pr e s e nc e of ot her e rror s . A s e c ond 
exampl e was t ha t i ns truc t ion s wer e pl a c e d in arc s acco rd in g 
to an expo nential dist r ibu tion, or eq ui v a l e ntl y, th e nu mbe r 
of in str uct i ons be t ween b r a nch poin t s was exp on e nti.ally 
d is t rib u t ed . Th is i mpl i e s tha t th e nu mber o f in s tr ucti o ns 
b e t we en t wo branch point s was ind e pe ndent o f the n um b er o f 
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instructions between other branch p oin ts . Although the 
choice of distributi o n may ha ve a s i gn ificant e ff e ct on th e 
simulation results for a given st ructure, the obj e ctive wa s 
to evaluate r esults on a celative basis a cross the various 
structur e s so that choice of distribution was not critical. 
Although it was possibl e to var y both the type of 
distribution and its para~eters, the usual procedure was to 
keep th ese factors cons t a nt and vary progra m structure, 
number of inputs and input travers als. 
D. MODEL US ES 
The model can be used to influence software design 
decisions by making it possi b l e to compare the error 
detection chara cte ristics o f alte r native program structures . 
This is valuabl e , since e rror detection charac teristics are 
good i nd icators of th e time an d resources consu med by 
testing . Th e design flow charts and estimates of branch 
probabilities and number of instructions can be used to 
speci fy pro grams in the f orm of a directe d graph. The 
progra m is th e n seeded with e rrors and subjecte d to ra ndo m 
inputs. 
Th e mo de l can also be used to identify the measure or 
measur es · of co mplexit y that be s t predict the abil ity to 
detect errors. To do this it is necessary t o ga t he r data 
from th e model on the error detection ch a racteristics o f a 
variet y of di fferen t structures and th e n do a statistical 
analysi s . This wo ul d make it possibl e to meas ure the 
complex ity of different program s and then compare the 
estimates o f erro r det ection characteristics. Although some 
data has been gene rat e d, further wor k is necessar y to 
id entify good me asures of complexity . 
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There are other situations where it is us ef ul to be a ble 
to compare structures . A frequent problem is to ev a luate 
t he cost of adding some ad:i it ional feature to the progra m. 
The r e sults of the mode l c an be u sed to compare e rror 
detection characteristics o f the o riginal and modified 
structure. The problem of how to allocate test effort among 






A. THE EFFECT OF INCREASING THE NUMBER OF INPUTS 
One would expect tha t initially ther e ar e ma n y 
errors det e ct ed in a program with ea ch input and then t he 
number of errors detected decreases as additional t es t 
inputs are used, becaus e much of the pro g ram i s ex po sed to 




r esidual errors de creased st ep wise as t he numb e r of 
increased. 
many e rror s, 
no error detect ion 
errors. 
In the testing of actual soft ~a r e, after 
there may be lon g periods o f t i me with 
f ollo wed by a ne w group of detecte d 
Recall that each input in the mod e l detect ed all t he 
errors in its path , fro m the input node to one of th e output 
(t e r minal) nodes. In ord er to exp lain the stepwise action 
in Figure 2 I it must be realiz ed that although the path s 
through th e program we re, in general, differ e nt fr om 
previous paths , portions of thes e paths may hav e involved 
only arcs t h a t had been trav e r sed pre viou s ly. Th e model had 
well defined steps wh ere no n e w arc s were tested for a 




30 node s , 50 arcs, 6 loops 
18 original ecrors, 11 adde d errors 
.. .... 
.. ..... 
... • .. .. • • .. 1 ...... 
10 20 30 40 50 
Number of Inputs 
Fig 2 The Effect of Increasing Input s on Residual Errors 
it can be seen how a ne w gcoup of e rrors was det e cted whe n 
the model tested previou s ly untest e d pa rts of the prog ram . 
Just because an arc has been preYiou s ly tested do es not 
imply that it was error fre e . As each n e w detected error 
was repair e d, thece was some small probabi lity that a new 
error was introduc e d in some other portio n of the progra m. 
This n ew ly inserted e rroc may have been insert e d in a 
previously t es t ed arc . A ch e ck was made on the coverag e of 
th e arcs by the simulation model . The 
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• 30 no des , 45 aLcs , 6 loops 
28 origina l e rrors , 17 add e d errors 
.. ... . . .... .. . . . ... .. 
... . . .. . ,. . 
. . . . . . . . 
10 20 30 50 
• Number of Inputs 
• 
Fig 3 Th e Ef fect of Incr e a s i ng Input s on Arcs T e sted 
structur e :::::h e c ke d had 30 nod es , 40· a r c s and 6 loo p s as sh o wn 
in Fig u re 4 . The nu mbe rs a lon g th e a rc s in d ica te t h e num b e r 
o f ti me s t h e a r c was tr ave rse d . For examp l e , the s ource ar c 
at the top was tra v e rs ed 50 ti me s , or th e r- e were 5 0 
diffe r e nt in p uts. Ev e ry time a n inp u t r ea ch e d a node it had 
an e qua lly like ly oppo rtuni t y to se lect a ny one of th e a r- cs 
em a na t ing from th e node . Th e s imulatio n r esul ts bear t h i s 
o ut as F igur- e 4 illust r a tes, where the 5 0 in put s trave r sed 
th e t o p arc a nd s plit be l ow wit h 2 5 g oing t o the l e ft an d 2 5 
going t o the ri g h t. Th e a rc s whic h h a d a back~ar d po i n t i ng 













by the number alongs ide the arc representing the sum of the 
number of tim e s the backward loop was selected and the 
number of times the input arc was selected. Looking at the 
far right hand loop, seven i np uts came into the node from 
above, twelve inputs came into the node from the loop and 19 
of the inputs exited the node. The parenthesized numbers 
indicate the number and l~cation of errors. The number of 
errors includes the errors initia lly seeded and the errors 
inserted when repairing detected errors. 
In order for the simulation model to be of any 
practical use , it had to be test ed on a re~l program. 
Appendix A conta ins the code and structure of a textbook 
FO RTRA N program for c omp uting Bessel Functions. The column 
labeled "node" corresponds to the nodes in the directed 
graph representation of the program in Figure 5. This 
particular program was selected as an example of a good 
computational prog ram , since it was presented in a numerical 
analysis t e xt, Ref. 10, and an example of a po~rly coded 
progra m, since a casual reading of the code showed a lack of 
use of structured progra~ming techniques. Another reason 
for the sel ection was that the program could be brok e n down 
into 30 nodes, wh ich was the same as the test structures . 
It also fit within the range of structures tested having 43 
arcs and 9 loops~ The first number inside of the 
parenthesis represents the number of instructions in the arc 
and the second number r epresents the number of errors, 
original errors plus added errors, in the arc. 
Fifty randomly selected inputs were run through the 
structure. With 16 errors initially s e ed ed , five errors, or 
16.7 perc en t of th e to ta l errors se eded , s ti ll remain ed 
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after f i f ty inputs . Comparing t hi s r esul t with a t e s t 
structur e with 45 arcs and 6 loo ps a nd a nother t es t 
structur e with 
errors in th e 
Figure 6. By 
44 arc s and 10 loops, t he per c e n t residua l 
FORTRA~ progr a m was hi gh, ill us trat ed by 
analyzing th e paths each input t r a ve rsed it 
was note d that six of the nine l oops in th e FORTR AN program , 
all emanating f rom the bottom of th e g r aph, goi ng to the top 
of the graph, we re ve ry seldom used . Th us some individua l 
inputs we r e not g ive n an opportunity to loop ba ck up to the 





















FORT RAN Progr am 
30 node s, 43 arcs, 9 loo ps 




Number of I nputs 
~ - - _ FORTRAN 
4.5 ~res- -- oloops- -
44 ar cs - 10 loops 
40 I 50 I 
Fig 6 Res i d ua l Err or Pa t t ern 
3 2 
This was bor~e o ut by the r esu l t s in Figur e 7, which sh ow ed 
that th e pe rcentage of arcs t es t e d was lower for the FORTRAN 
program than for the othe r s t r uc tu r e s t ested. 
FORTRAN Progr am 
30 nodes , 43 a rcs, 9 loops 
16 origina l errors, 14 added e rror s 
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Fig 7 Arcs Te s te d Patt e rn 
B. THE EFFECT OF I NC RE ASING THE NUMBER OF ARCS 
Int ui ti ve1y, given t wo pro g r a ms with the s a me number of 
no des , an d a differen t number of a r c s e manati ng f ro m th e 
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nodes , one would exp e ct that the program with the great e r 
number of arcs, or th e more compl e x progr a m, would hav e the 
higher percentage of residual errors. By the same reasoning 
-
one would expect the more complex program to have fewer arcs 
tested with a given number of inputs. 
Fifty random inputs were used on each of the program 
structures described b e low. Each structure contained thirty 
nodes and six loops. Retaining the concep t that each node 
represents a br a nch or decision point in the program, th e 
most simple structure that can be defi ne d, using thirty 
nodes , must have a minimum of forty arcs. By definition, t o 
establish a node t he re must be at least three arcs, in any 
combination, either term i~a t ing or emanating from the node. 
Thus, the minimum numb e r of arcs in a structure is 3/2{th e 
total number of nod e s minus the numb e r of entry a nd terminal 
nodes) • Recall that an arc was defined as e ither a forward 
or back ward po inting a rc, called a loop. St~rting with 
forty arcs and a dding five more to each s tructur e, five 
structur es were simul ated with 40, 45, 50, 55 and 6 0 arcs. 
After fifty inputs th e percent r es idual errors increased as 
the number o f arcs increased, as Figure 8 illustrates . The 
perce nt residual er rors was chosen as the vert ical a x is in 
Figur e 8 rathe r than residual errors since the number of 
errors, original errors plus added errors, va ried in each o f 
the fiv e s tructures . The reason f or the variable nu~ber o f 
errors was that each time ~ n ew structure was 





original errors again, thus errors could have bee n inserted 
into the added arcs. 
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Fig 8 Relation Be twe e i complexity and Res idu~l Erro r s 
Similarly, 
compl ex ity on 
Figure 9 illustrates the e ffect of increased 
the pe rcent a ge of the arcs t e ste d . As t he 
numb e r of arcs increase d, th e pe rcent . of ' the arcs t ested 
decre ased . 
Examining t he paths tr a versed by each input gave som e 
insig ht as to why an increas e d numb e r of arcs caused hi gh e r 
residual error and lowe r pe rc e ntages for arcs test e d. When 
an arc was a dde d, t he n um be r of arcs e ma natin g f t o m a no de 
incre as ed . Th e r e was a positive prob a bili t y that t he a dd e d 
arc could cont a in an e rror as t he e ntire structure wa s 
see de d with e rrors an e w. As the numb e r of arcs incr e a s e d , 
th e r e were also mor e arc s which provid e d s horter paths to an 
e xi t nod e 
35 
30 nodes , 40 - 60 arcs, 6 loops 
40 arcs 
0 0 30 i 40 I 50' 
Number of Inputs 
Fig 9 Relation Between Complexity and Percent Arcs Tested 
by conn e cting a node close r to the input with a node closer 
to one of the outputs, thus l eaving so me intermediate arcs 
untested. 
Repair time turned out to be unrelated to complexity. 
The number o f errors i nitia lly seeded controll ed the repair 
time. These results can be seen in Figure 10, where the 
data points have b een smoothed to give straight lines. 
Several s tructures are show n in the plot of repair time 
versu s percent residual err ors. The amount of time required 
to r e pair errors, for a given percentage of re s idual errors , 
incre ased 
incre a s ed . 
as the number ·of errors initially seeded 
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Fig 10 The Effect of Arcs on Repair Time 
Generally the relationship between th e percent arcs 
tested and the percent residual errors can be described as 
approxim a tely linear. As the percentage of the arcs test e d 
increased, the percentage of the residual errors remainin g 
decreased . In Figure 11, the shaded area represents the 
band of values, corresponding to various struct ures, f or a 
giv en percentage of arcs tested . The solid curve is th e 
mean value. 
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Fig 11 The effect of co mplexity on the Re la t ionship between 
the Resid ual Errors and Arcs tested 
C. THE EFFECT OF INC RE ASI NG THE NUMB ER OF LOOPS 
I mprbpe r loop ind ex ing is us ually nea r the to p of a l ist 
of most fr e gu e n tl y occurring e rror s , B. e f. 1. Many p eo pl e 
thin k that loops s hould b e e limina ted as a program 
structur e . Note that th e only i nf lue nc e t hat loo ps pl a y in 
this mo de l i s with res pect to co ve r ag e. Th e mo de l do e s not 
account for e rrors in th e loop count e r or failure to get ou t 
of a loo p. One of t he r e sults o f th e ana ly s i s , as shown in 
F i gure 12, was t ha t a n incr ea s e in th e nu mb er of loop s had 




Structu res with zero, 5, 6, 10, 14 and 20 loops were 
analyzed usin g the e rL~r simulation program. rhe percent 
resid ual er rors was chos en as the vertical axis rath~r tha n 
residual errors since th e number of errors , origina l errors 
plus added errors, varied in each o f the six structures. 
Th e r eas on for the vari ab l e nu mber of errors was that each 
tim e a new structure was defin ed t h e error simulat ion 
program would randomly seed all the origi nal errors again , 
thus errors could have been inserted into the added loops. 
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Fig 12 The Effect of Loo ps on Residual Errors 
The reason for the independence of the percent residual 
errors from loops can probably be ex plained by the fact that 






of a r cs tested i n the six c ase s with 0, 5 , 6 , 10, 1 4 and 2 0 
loops. Th i s i s sh o wn in Fig ure 1 3 . 
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Fi g 13 The Effect of Loops on Perc ent of Ar ~ s Tested 
By examining the pat hs t he inputs trac e , the explanatio n 
o f the abov e b e comes o b vious. After an input ~ompl etes a 
loop, it o nc e again has a n opportun ity of b ranching out of 
the loop, thus testing more arcs than a structure wi t h no 
loops . Eac h time anoth e r loop was add ed , the probabi lity of 
branching ou t of all the loops in c reased at approximatel y 
the same rat e as th e inc r eas e d numb er o f lo o ps . This 
concept was re info r ced by th e data shown in Figure 14 . 
Af t er t h e structure was expanded to nin e loops , addition a l 




t otal r es idual errors in the structure that resid e d in the 
l oops was a consta n t 59 pe rc ent and the percent in the arcs 
was a constant 41 perce nt fo r struc tu r e s wit h n i n e t o twenty 
lo ops. This dat a wa s der i v ed by sta r ti n g with a structure 
containin g 20 l oops , seeding erro r s , and t hen analyzi ng the 
st r uc t ure . The error s i mulat i on program would then delete a 
loop and its assoc i ated erro r, if one had been seeded , and 
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Fig 14 Breakdown of Residu a l Errors in Loo ps ~ nd in Arcs 
It required es s e ntially the same amount of re p a i r time 
t o d e cr ease the percent residual errors to a ce rta in l eve l 




Figure 15. The structure with no loops took le ss than ha lf 
the r epa ir time to get t o the same percent of residua l 
e rrors as a st ructure wit h loops, for a percent r es idua l 
errors l ess than 5 0 • 






















Fi g 15 Th e Effect of Loops on Repair Ti me 
In Figure 10 it wa s sho wn that the numb e r of errors 
init ially s e eded determined repair ti me . In Figure 15 , the 
structu re wit h n o l oops had fewe r i nitia lly seeded errors 
than all t he struc t ures wi t h loo ps , so th e abo ve 
relation shi p holds for thi s c ase. Howev e r, t he number of 
errors i nitially seeded ha d no distingui s hable effect on the 





time mu s t be a functio n of both th e n umbe r o f e rro r s 
initially see ded and wh e th e r or not loops a re p r ese n t . 
It was not possible to mak e any judgeme nts conc e rnin g 
the d e t e rminants of exe cution tim e . Thi s was due t o t he 
fact that all but one structure t e st e d h ad loops. Lo o p s 
were ex ecut e d a variabl e numb e r of ti me s a s de t e rmi ne d b y a 
uniform distribution which established the number o f 
iterations. The effe ct of a doubly n est e d DO loop was 
captured by allO\·r i ng an input to ha ve an eq uiprobable chanc e 
of bra nching back up to the star t of th e loop or of 
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betwe e n the numb e r o f inputs and the cumulative ex e cution 
time for a structure with no loops is e xa ~i ne d in Fi~ure 16 . 
A plot for any of the structure s wit h loops has points 
scattered a ll over due to the random effect of the loops on 
execution time. 
The effect of the perc e ntage arcs tested, with loops 
present, on the percent residual e rrors 
described as a linear relationship. As 
can loos ely b e 
long as th e 





























Percent Arcs Tested 
Fig 17 The Eff e ct of Loops on th e Re l a tion s hip b e tw e e n 





arc s t ested ve rsus th e percent resid ual errors all fall 
wit h in a nar row band of va l ue s as sho~n by the s haded area 
o f Figure 1 7. The curve fo r a structure ~i t h no lbops is 
al s o p l otted . 
Th e mea n of the percent residual errors of s t ructures 
wi th a variable num be r of arcs and a consta nt number of 
loo ps and the mean of percent re sidual e r rors of structure s 
with a va r iable number of loops a re plotted in F i gure 18 , 
which shows that the two curves are almost identica l . 
Ho wever , as Figure 1 8 illustrates , the structure wit h no 
loops r equired signif i cantly fewer arcs to be test ed t o 
a c hieve the same level of r esidual error percentage as 
compared to the structures with loo ps . 
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D. REPLICATING A SINGLE I NPU T 
The usefulness of the model is no w examined for 
predicting the ability of detecting errors in an a c t ual 
program. Four pi e ces of information a r e o f importance for a 
manager conducting module development testing of co mputer 
programs. These are: the percent or number of residu a l 
errors, the pe rcent or nu mb er of a rcs t ested, the amount of 
repair time, and the amount of execution time. 
The simulation IDodel was used on ten different t es t 
structur e s to see if this in f or ma tion could be predicted. 
For each structur e a single rando mly selected i nput was run 
and the above data was collected. This process was 
replicat ed 100 times, or in other words , 100 randomly 
selected inputs were us e d with each input us ing the same 
structur e and the same number of er ror s seed e d in the same 
pla c es . Statistics such as mea n, median, variance, standard 
deviation, etc., ~ere calculated. 
As an example, th e ba sic 30 node, t~ O 
structur e had 24 errors initially seeded. 
arc, 6 loop 
The simulation 
mo del produced a mea n of 78.79 perc e nt residual e rrors wi th 
a standard deviation o f 9.10 for on e input. Th us , on e could 
estimate that bas e d on 24 original errors , 78.79 percent of 
the e rrors will r em ain after o ne input. Si milar statist ics 
were det e rmined fo r perce nta ge of arcs tested and repair 
time. Exe cution time was f oun d to h a v e a high varianc e . 
For instance, the mea n exe cution time for one in p u~ for t he 
above structure was 32 .5 0 se c onds with a sta ndari devia t ion 
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of 50.158 Thus, estimates of execution time based on the 
mean would be subject to high error. 
The simulation mo1el was use d on the FORrRAN Bessel 
Function program described earlier. It was found that, 
based on 16 original errors the expected percent residual 
errors was 84.26 percent with a standard deviation of 9.09~ 
or 15.74 percent of the ori9inal errors could be expected to 
be found and corrected with one input. Similarly, 17.70 
percent, with a standard deviation of 8.65 , of the arcs 
could be expected to be t e sted by one input. Of pri me 
importance to th e project manager, 1.41 hours of repair 
time, with a standard deviation of 1.18, a relative measure 
for the manager to use when comparin g alternative 
structur es , could be expected to be devoted to detecting and 
repairing 15.74 percent of the errors. 
E. THE EFFECT OF COMPLEXITY 
The follo wing co mplex ity measures will be used: 
* AMA is th e ratio of the number of arcs in the 
structure to the maximum number of arcs possible fo r the 
given nu mber of nodes, 
* NA is the ratio of the number of nodes to the number 
of arcs in the structur e , 
* LA is the r a tio of the number o f loops t o the numb e r 
of arcs in the structure. 
Using these relative co mplexit y 
int erest t o see how each of th e 
measures, it was of 
measures affected the 




Five different structures with a constant number of loo p s 
and a varying number of arcs and six diff e rent structures 
with a varying numb e r of loops were examin e d. For each 
structur e , 100 replications of a single input were simulat e d 
using the error simulation 
gathered about the percent 
percentage of arcs tested. 
program, 
residual 
and statistics were 
errors and the 
In Figure 19, the percent residual errors after one 
input increased as the complexity increased. In this ca s e 
the 6omple xity measure was the ratio of th~ actual number of 
arcs to the maximum number of arcs possible with a give n 
number of nodes. Similarly, using the same complexity 
measure the percent arcs test e d after one input decreased as 
the comple xity increased, as shown in Figure 20. In both 
tigures 19 and 20, the standard deviation from the mean, 
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Fig 20 The Effect of AMA on Arcs Tested 
Using the ratio of nodes to arcs as a complexity measur e 
similar resul t s were obtained. The percent residual error s 
increased and the percentage of the arcs tested decreased as 
t he complexity incre~sed. These r esults can be seen i n 
Figur es ? 1 and 22, where increasing complexity is from right 
to le f t. Note that there was an even sharpe r de crease in 
the standard deviation as co mplex ity increased in both 
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Ratio of Actua l No . Arcs to Max No. Arcs 
Fig 22 The Effect of NA on Arcs Te sted 
A third complexity me~sure used was th e ratio of loo ps 
to arc s . In Figure 23, the pe rcent residual e rrors 
remain e d constant for one input as th e co mpl exity incr eased . 
Once again this reinforc ed th e idea that loops expose more 
arcs to t es ting at the same rate a s th e a dd i tional arc s 
increase the complexity. In Figure 24, i t ca n be seen that 
the added complexity had no effect on the percentage o f the 
arcs te s t e d after one input, with the me an a f t e r 100 
replications being a constant 22 perc e nt. Since loo ps we re 
also d efined as arcs, the ratio of loo ps to arcs did not 
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A. INFE RENCES THAT MAY BE DRAWN PROM THE RESULTS 
This error simulation mo del has the pot e ntial to b e 
develop e d into an aid to a manager for th e allocati on o f 
test ef fort a mong the modul e s of a progra m. Since it is 
impossi b l e to t es t all possible paths in e ve n a mo der a t e 
sized progra m, du e to the large num be r o f poss ibl e pa t h s 
creat e d a s the nu mber of no des (bra nch p o in t s) incr eases, it 
i s des irab l e to k no w which ar ea s o f t h e program sh o uld be 
t es t e d more t horou gh ly t han oth e rs. By writ ing the pro g r am 
as a dir e ct e d gr ap h, a man a g e r may use th e simula tio n mo de l 
to give an e stimate of how long to test e a c h modu le , by 
using th e relatio n shi_p betw e en e rro r de t e ctio n a n d nu mbe r of 
inputs. 
Th e si mulation mo d el has shown th at a s t ru ctur e wit h 
many branches i s mor e likely t o h a ve a h igh e r per c enta ge o f 
resid u a l e rrors t h a n a s tructur e wi th s t r aight line code . 
In c e rt a in i ns t an ces, a structur e with many loo ps is 
prefe ra b l e to one with ma ny b ran c h e s. Th e mode l verif i ed 
this co nclusion in t ~rm s o f pe rce ntage o f t he a rc s t est e d , 
wh e r e the added loops we r e an adva nt age i n test in g mo r e 
cod e , wher e a s a dd i t io na l bra nc hes l e f t man y ar c s un t ested . 
Thus, this mod e l will id e nti f y struc t ur e t y pe s f or t h e 
manag e r to s e l e ct for mor e thorough testing . 
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Another feature of the model is the ability to estimate 
residual errors, percentage of arcs tested, and the amount 
of repair time required by replicating the testing of a 
structure with different inputs. By using this type of 
simulation for the structures which the manager must test, 
he would obtain useful information for allocating the test 
effort. 
B. FU1'URE WORK 
The error simulation model should be most useful in the 
phase of testing computer programs known as individual 
module development testing. Each module should be tested 
prior to systems integca tion testing. With a modification 
of the definitions present e d h e rein, the mod e l could b e a l s o 
used for systems integration testing, if the modules are 
defined as the nodes of the directed graph and the inputs to 
and the outputs from each module are defined as the arcs. 
One use of the simulation model would be to write a 
program in the "normal" fashion and then write a p rogr·a m 
using structure d programming techniques. The two structur e s 
could be simulated with the same numbers of initially seeded 
errors and inputs, and then comparisons of the perce nt 
residual errors, percent arcs tested and repair time could 
















FORTRAN EXAMPLE PRO GRAM COD E 
Code 
S1lER 0 U T I N E F 0 R C 0 11 PUT I N G J - N , Y- N , I - N , AND K- N 
ASY MPTOTI C EX PA NSION IS USED FOR LARGE ARGUMENT 
SUB ROUTINE BESSEL (~ NORD,BJN,BY,BIN,BK) 
PI = 3. 141 529 27 
GAM = .57721 566 
FN = NORD 
IF (X - FN- 6.) 1,200,200 
XA = X I 2. 
XB = XA * XA 
C COMPUT AT ION OF J- ZER O AND I-ZERO 
c 
N = 0 
c 









AN = N 
T = 1. 
s = -1. 
IF(AN) 9999,20~1 2 
T = T * XA I AN 
AN = AN - 1 GO TO 10 • 
BJN = T 
BIN = T 
DO 30 K = 1, K 
DEN = K * ( K + N) 
T = T * XB I DEN 
IF ( (BJN + T ) - BJ N) 25,50~25 
BJN = BJN + T*S 
BIN = BIN + T 












50 IF (N- 1) 75,130,55 
K ~ N I S CO MP UT ED FROM AS YMPTOTIC EXPANS IO N 
IF X IS GREA TE R THAN N + 3 
55 IF (X - FN- 3.) 1 1 11,1111,200 
CALCUL ATION OF J-1 AND I-1 
6 5 N = 1 
BJO = BJ N 
BIO = BIN 
BYO = BY 
BKO = BK 


































COMPUTATIO N OF K-Z ERO AND Y-ZERO 
BY = 2.1PI ~ (GAM+ LO GF (XAt) * BJN 
BK = - (GAl'l + I. OGF (XA)) * B.tN 
T = XB 
s = 1. 
XI = 1. 
DO 110 K = 2,K 
AK = K 
IF (( BY + T* XI) - BY) 100,120,10 0 
BK = BK + T*XI 
BY = BY + 2./PI *S*T*XI 
T = T*X B I ( AK * AK ) 
XI = XI + 1.1AK 
s = -s 
IF (NORD) 99 99 ,55,65 
COMPU TATI ON OP Y-1 AND K- 1 BY WR ONS KIAN FOR MULAS 
BY = ( BJ N*BY O - 2.1( PI * X)) / BJ O 
BK = (1. I x - BIN*B KO) I BIO 
Y-N AND K-N BY RECU RSIO N FORMULAS 
FOR ORDERS HIGHE R THAN ONE 
p = 1. 
IF (NORD - 1) 9999,55,140 
BY 1 = BY 
BK 1 = BK 
BY = 2.*P I X* BY1 - BY O 
BK = 2.*P I X*BY1 + BYO 
p = p + 1. 
I F ( NORD - 2} 9999,150,146 
BYO = BY 1 
BK = BK 1 
NORD = NORD - 1 
GO TO 140 
150 N = P 


















COM PUTATION OF J-N, I-N, K-N, AND Y-N 
BY ASYMPTOTIC EXP ANSION S 
200 C = 4 * NORD * NORD 













1 1 1 1 
c 
9999 
CON1 = SQRTF (2 ./JPI*Xl) CON2 = 1./S QPTF 2. *P!*X ) 
CO N3 = SQ'RTF (PI (2. *X)) 
AN = NORD 
PHI =X- (2. *AN + 1.) / 4. *PI 
M =X+ 1. + SQRTF(X *X + AN *AN) 
T = {C - 1.) I D 
s = 1. 
u = 1. 
PN = 1. QN = T 
BK = 1. + T 
BI = 1. - T 
DO 240 I - 2,11 
AI = 1 
T = (C- (2.*AI- 1.)*~' 2) I D*1' I AI 
BK = BK + T 
BI = BI + T*S 
IF (S) 220,9999,210 
PN = PN - T*S*U 
u = -u 
GO TO 230 
I F { ( QN + T ) - QN) 230,241,230 QN = QN - T~· S*U 
s = -s 
CONT IN UE 
BK = EXPF{-X ) *CON3* BK 
ASYMP TO TIC EXPANSIO N IS US ED ONLY FOR K-N 
IF X IS BET WEEN N + 3 AND N + 6 
I F (X- FN -6.! 1111,250,250 
B J N = C 0 N 1 * ( P .{ * C 0 S F (PH I) - Q N * S IN F ( P H I ) ) 
BY = CON1 * (P!il* COS F (PH I ) + QN*SIN F (PHI)) 
BIN = E XPF (X) ~' CON2 * B'I 








DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE ERROR SIMULATION PROGRA M 
Random numbers are 
School Random Number 
(NPS55LH73061A). These 
drawn using the Naval Postgraduate 
Generator Package LL RANDOM 
calls are RANDOM for a uniform 
distrib ution and EXPON for an ex ponential distribution. 
Printer plots are drawn by the PLOTP routine which is 
part of the IBM supplied routines. Direct e d graph plots are 
drawn by the DRA WP routine availa ble on the Naval 
Postgraduate School IB M 360/67 System connected t8 a CALCOMP 
plotter. The subroutine GRAPHO is limited because it 
requires the directed g raph to be construct ed in such a way 
that the rightmost leg of the tree is the longest l eg , which 
means that the rightmos t terminal node is the lo west node • 
Histograms are plotted and analyzed by the HISTG ro~tin e 
availabl e on the Naval Postgraduate School IBM 3 60 /67. Th e 
functions SIN, cos and ATAN2 are standard IBM 
FO RTRAN-su pplied subroutines. 
The analysis of loops in the simulation assumed that 
there were instruction s in the arc from i to j and also in 
the backward arc from j to i. This may not be realistic, 
but does prove useful wh en simulating th e actual path. When 
an input reaches a branch point that has a backward ar c 
ema na ting from it, the model simulates a random number of 
iterations using t he number of in s tructions in the backward 
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arc. After completing the simulated looping, it was 
possible to trace the sam e path or a different path if there 
were intermediate branch points. If the same path was 
selected, there was another chance for th e backward arc to 
be selected. This is a common programming structure, wher e 
a loop is executed for so many iterations, a few parameters 
are changed and the loop is executed again for another or 
the same number of iterations. 
The c omment section of the simulation program, titled 
"Directions for Use", describes the use of each data input 
to the program as well as the common values utilized during 
this research. The numbers along the top of the card are 
the column numb e rs, the middle row of numbers are sample 
data and the bottom row of numbers are e ither the 
corresponding node for each of the pieces of data above or. 
data item nam es . The formats used and how each da ta card 
was designed are shown below . 
col// 
5 data 
Fig 25 Each it em in paragraph A of the dir ec tions for use 
is on a s e parate card wi th I3 for mat except it e m A(12) which 
is A 5 format (* ** ** ) . 
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4o 45 so 55 60 65 70 --~~~~~~1r.--~~,r-~---r--,,~~-TJ~~I ~·~~T~.~~--'~ 
0 0 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 data 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 node# 
Fig 26 Adj acency matr i x card - 16I5 f o rmat. 
5 10 15 20 2.5 30 35 4o 45 50 55 60 80 col # 
I I 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 data 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 node# 
Fig 27 Second c ard o f adjacen c y mat rix - ba s ed on a graph 
with 30 nod es . 




50 55 60 6_5 70 
' 1 r 
0 0 0 0 0 
75 80 col # 
I "\ 
o \o data 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 :t node # 
Fig 28 Matrix of arc l e ngths data c a rd - 16F5 . 0 for mat . 
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10 40 45 50 55 20 25 30 35 
_ _,__-.--,;_-r--.--~ I I ~ 
60 65 ?0 75 80 col # 
r - -r---r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - data 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 node # 
Fi g 29 Se c ond c ard o f t he mat rix o f a rc l en ths - based o n a 
gra p h wi th 3 0 n o des . 
5 10 col # 
22 29 data 
Ni N2 id 
Fig 30 The t wo n odes wh i ch determine t he arc to be added or 
d e l eted fr om the structu r e - 2I5 for ma t . 
10 col # 
622150796 data 
IZ id 






















SIMULATION OF ERR ORS IN SOFTW AR E c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMO N/ALLL/N, NODE$(30,30) 
COMMON/AR RAY/X( 30,30), NUMPTS(30), ASTOUT(30), AVCHNG 
COMM ON/ERROR /ISEE0(30 1 30), IT ER (30,30), MEANER, INST, MEANIT, iZ 
COMMON/ OUT/ N SEEO , INPUT, SVSE E0 (30,30) 
COMMON/GE N/MEANLN, IX 
cm1 MONn\) EW/I \-'1 
£0MMON/GR AF/I NREAD 
DIM ENSION TTI MEC50) 1 TREP(50), TLI NK(50), TKOUNT(50), TINPUT( 50 ) 
DIME NSION PSEED(50), F( 5 0), FNA(5 0 ), FLA(50) 
DIME NSION TS EE D(5 0 ), TI NST (50), PTEST(50) 
INTEG ER*4 CH AN GE, AVCHNG, TESTE0(30 , 30), TEST, SIMNUM, SVS EE D 
INTEGE R*4 OEL ADO 
REA L ':< 4 M TTR 
FO RM AT ( 1 3 ) 
FORM AT (110) 
FO RMAT (1615) 
FO R1'1 AT ( '1', 13X, 'THIS RUN WILL VA RY T HE NUM BER OF INST RUC TI ONS f. 
ET WEEN EACH NODE . 1 ) 
FO RM AT ( 'l', 13X, 'THIS RUN WILL VARY TH E NUMB ER OF INPUT S TO BEt.: 
sED. I ) 
FO RMA T ( '1', 1 3X, 'THIS RUN WILL VARY TH E NU MB ER OF ARCS BE T WEEN T 
HE NODES.') 
FORMAT ( r 1', 13 X , 'THI S RUN i~ ILL VA RY T HE NUMBE R OF LOOPS. 1 ) 
FORM AT ( 1 1 1 , l3X, 1 THI S P.UN \-! ILL VARY THE R AND OM NU MBE R S EED WH I CH 
DETE RM INES T hE I N PUT PAT H . 1 ) 
FO RMA T (' 0 ', l 3X, 'TH E NUMBER OF I NST RUCTIO N S IN EACH ARC HAS B EEN 
R EAD IN AND IS NO T R ANDOM . 1 l 
FO RM AT ( '0', 13 X , ' A OJ AC EtK Y MAT R I X ' // 7X , 30( I 4· l) 
F ORtvi AT ( ' 0 ', l 3·X r ' NO TE : NON EX IST ENCE OF AN ARC IS I NDI CA T ED BY A 
ZERO '//) 
F 0 R M A T ( 1 0 1 , l 3 X , ' TH E: R E W I L L B E ' , I 3 , ' G ?-A PHS E V A L U AT ED T H I S R U r 
• I I/) 
FORMAT (7{! 5 , 5X)) 
I (C ONTINUED ON PAG E 2J 































FO RMAT (A5l 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 , l2 X, 4!NPUT ASSU t'lP TIONS (V ARIAB LES l:'//l .::>X , ' EXECU TI O 
N TI ME PER INSTRUCTION HAS AN EXPONENTIA L DISTRIB UTI ON WI TH A MEAN 
OF', 13 ,' MILLI SECONDS .. '//13X ' MEAN TH1f. TO REP AI R AN ERROR HAS 
AN EXPO NEN TI AL OI STRIBUTI0 ,\1 Wl TH A MEAN OF ', 13, ' Mlr'~ UT ES .'//1 3X , 
'THE NUMBER OF I NP UT PAT HS BEING IN VES TIGATED I S ', !3 , '. 1 // 13X , 
'ERRORS ARE SEEDED BY AN EX PONENT I AL DISTRIB UTI ON WITH A MEAN OF', 
13,' I NSTRUCTI ON S PER ERROR .'//l 3X , ' THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF I NSTRU 
CTIONS CHAN GED WHEN AN ERROR IS FOUND IS', I3 1 1 • 1 ) 
FORM AT ('O', 13X, ' THE NUMB ER OF ITERATIONS PER LOOP IS UNI FORM LY 
DISTRIB UTED FROM 1 TO', 1 3 , '.•) 
FORM AT (' 0!, l 3X , 'TH E MEAN NUMBER OF I NST RUCTIO NS BE TWE EN EACH NO 
DE I S EXPO t'-JENTIALLY DISTR I BU TED WI TH A MEAN OF ', I3, '. 1 ) 
FOR MA T ( 1 0 1 , 13X, 'SA MP LE IN PU T PA TH F ROM~_//l3X , 'NODE TO NODE '/!) 
FO Rt4A T( 1 0 1 , llX , 14, 4X, I4) 
FO RMA T{'0',1 3X, 'F OR I NPUT NUMBER 1 ,I3,' TH E EXECUTION TI ME IS' , 
F8.2 , ' SEC ON DS WIT H A TOTAL REPAIR TIME OF' , F8 .2, 1 HOU RS• 
II 13X, 1 AND AN AVE RAGE LINK TRAVERS AL TI ME OF', F8.2, 1 SECONDS~ ) 
FORMAT {'0', 13X, 'ERROR FOUND~//) 
FURMA T( ~l t, 13X , I4 7 ' SEEDE D ERRORS RE MAINING'//l3X, ' MATR I X OF SEED ED ERRORS REMAIN I NG'/ /7X, 30{14)) 
FORMAT( I t' 7Xt 30(A4)) 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 , 15, ' *' , 30(14·)) 
FO RMA T(' 1', llX, 13 , ' INPUTS 1 //13Xf I4, 1 INSTRUCTIONS 1 //13X, 
13, 1 ERROKS SEEDED' //1 3X , I 3, ; RESIDUA L ERRORS' //l 3X, F6 . 2, 
' PE RCENT RESIDUA L ERRORS' //1 3X , F6.2 , . • PERCENT OF ARCS TESTED' 
//) 
FO RMAT ( ' 0 1 , 9X, Fl0.5, ' SECONDS EXECUTION TIME'//12X, 
Fl 0.6, 1 HO URS TO REPAIR ERRORS' //1 2X, FlOG6, 1 SE CONDS AVE 
RAGE ARC TRAV ERSA L TIME' //) 
FO RMAT ( 1 0 1 , l2Xy F5.2, w IS THE RATIO OF ACTUAL TO MA XH'IUM r\JU r"l BER 
OF ARCS '/ / 13 X, F5.2, ; IS TH E RATIO OF NOD ES TO ARC S 1 //1 3X , 
F5. 2 , 1 IS THE RA TIO OF LOOPS TO ARCS' //) 
F 0 R MA T ( 1 0 ' I 11 3 X , 1 H I S T OG R A M F 0 R E X E C U T I 0 N T HiE 1 ) 
FO RMAT ('0'// 13X, 'HIST OGRAM FOR REP AIR TIME') 
FO RMA T ( '0'// l3X , ' H IST OGR~M FOR PERCEN T RESIDUA L ERRORS') 
FO RMA T (' 0' //1 3X~· 'HISTOGRAM FOR PERCENT ARC S TESTED') 
FO RMA T ('1 1 , l X) 
FO RMAT ( 1 o~ I /13 X,' EX ECUTION TIME VS RES I DUAL ERRO RS' l 
FO RMA T ( ' 0' //13X, 'EXE CU TI ON TI ME VS PERCENT RESIDUAL ER RO RS') 
' REPA I R TI ME VS RESID UAL ERRORS ') 
I NUt·18 ER OF INPUT S vs RESIDUA L ERRORS') 
FO RMAT ( 1 0 1 //13 X, 
FORMA T ( 1 0 1 //1 3X , 
FOR MAT ( I 0 I I ll 3X ' 
FOR MAT ( ' 0 '/ / 3X, 
SIDUAL ERR OR S') 
I NUMB ER OF INSTRUC TI ON S VS RES IDUAL ERROR S') 
FO RMA T (' 0'/ / 13 X, 
FO RMA T ( 1 0 1 //l 3X , 
I (C ONTINU ED ON PAGE 3 ) 
' RA TIO 
'RA TI 0 





TO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARCS vs 
TO ARCS \IS RESID UAL ERRORS') 
TO ARCS vs RES I DUAL ERROR S') 
RE 


















FORMAT (' 0 1 //13X,'EXECUTION T Irv1 E vs RA TID OF ACTUAL TO MAXH1UM NUM 
8ER OF ARCS') 
FORMAT ( '0'//l3X, 1 EXECUTION TIME vs RA TID OF NODES TO ARCS I ) 
FORMAT ( 1 0'//13X,'EXECUTION TIME vs RATIO OF LOOPS TO ARCS' ) 
FORMAT ('0'/ll3Xr 'NUMBER OF IN PUTS vs PERCENT OF ARCS TESTED') 
FORMAT ('0 1 //l3X , I RAT I 0 OF ACTUAL TO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARCS VS PE 
RCENT OF ARCS TEST ED' ) 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 //l3X, 'RA TI 0 OF NODES TO ARCS vs PERCENT OF ARCS TESTE 
D' ) 
FORMAT ('0'//l3X, 1 RA TI 0 OF LOOPS TO ARCS vs PERCENT OF ARCS TESr E 
D' ) 
F OR1"1A T ( • 0 I I ll3X' 'NUMBER. OF IN PUTS vs EXECUTION TIME') 
FORMAT ( ' 0 I //13X ' 'NU~~BER OF INPUTS vs PERCENT RES I DUAL ERROR S') 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 //l3X, 'EXECUTION TIME vs NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS' l 
FORMAT('!', 59X, 'DATA SU MMARY 1 //62X, 'PERCENT', 3X, 'PERCENT', 
ZX, ' EXE CUTI ON' , 3X, ' REPAIR', 4X, 'ACTU AL', 4X , 'NODE S', 5X, 
1 LOO PS '/4X, 1 RU N 1 , 35X, ' ERRORS', 3X, 'RESIDUt\L', ZX, 'RESIDUAL', 
4X, 'A RCS', 6X, 1 TH1E', 6X, 'TIME', 5X, 'TO tvlAX' , 6X, 'TO', 8X, 
1 T0 1 / 2X, 
'NU MBER ', SX, 'NOD ES', 4X, 'INPUTS', 4X, 1 INSTR. 1 , 4X, 'S EEDED', 
4 X , 1 E R R 0 R S 1 , 4 X , 1 E R RO R S 1 , 4 X , ' TESTE D 1 , 4 X , 1 ( S E C ) a , 7 X , 
1 (HRSl', 4X, 'ARC S', 6X, 'ARCS 1 , . 6X, ' ARCS'!) 
FORtMT ( '0 1 , 2X, 13, lX, '""'• 5X , 13, 7X, F5.0, 3(5X, F5.0), 
2UtX, F6.2), 2X, 2Fl0.5, 3X, F5.3, 2(5X, F5 .. 3) l 
FORMAT { 1 0', l3X, 'THE LAST SEED USED HAS ', Ill, 1 • 1 ) 
READ IN THE TYPE OF SIMULATION TO BE RUN (SIMNUM) 
***READ (5,100) SIMNUM 
READ IN NUMBER OF INPUTS TO BE USED (MINPUT) 
***READ (5,100) MINPUT 
READ IN THE ME AN NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS BETWEEN EACH NODE (MEANLN ) 
***READ (5, 100) MEANLN 
READ IN THE NUMBER OF GRAPHS TO BE EVALUATED (NUMOUT) 
***READ (5,100) NUMOUT 
READ IN WHETHER OR NOT THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IS TO BE READ IN 
* ·**READ (5, 100) I NRE AD 
READ IN WHETHER DELETING AN ARC FROM THE STRUCTURE OR 
ADDING AN ARC TO THE STRUCTURE. 
*~n.~READ ( 5, 100) DELA OD 
READ IN THE MEAN TIME TO EXECUTE AN INSTRUCTION IN MILLISECOND S 










***READ (5,100) !TIME 
READ IN MEAN TIME TO REPAIR AN ERROR !N MIN (MMTTRJ 
***READ (5,100} MMTTR 
PA GE 
READ IN MEAN NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS THAT ARE ER ROR FREE (MEAN ER ) 
***READ (5,100) MEANER 
READ IN MEAN NUM BER OF ItERATIONS FOR EACH LOOP (MEANIT) 
***READ (5, !00) MEAN!T 
READ IN MEAN NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS CHA NG ED WHEN AN ERROR IS 
FOUND (AVCHNG) 
***READ (5,100) AVC HN G 
READ IN THE ASTE RI CKS TO PUT AROUND OUTPUT ARRAYS (ASTER) 
** *R EAD (5,206) ASTER 
READ I N THE NUMB ER OF NO DES (N) 
***READ (5,1 0 0) N 
READ IN THE ADJAC ENC Y MATRIX (NODES) 
I 
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 20 + 




20 +++++*"~*READ ( 5 ,140} ( NODE S{l, .JJ, J=l 7 N) I 
• 1,< * 
~ * IF * 
* SIMNUM.EQ.l 
* 
* *------------~----------------------* • ~ * T I WRITE(6,l5l ) 
* ! * -~---f-- -----------------
f _______ __________________ _ 




• . * * . 




* . . *-----------------------------------
* . • * T I WRITE(6,152) 
* . * I 
F 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 
* 
SIMNU ,'1 .EQ.3 
* 
* • . *-----------------------------------
* . • • * T I WRITE( 6 ,153) 
* . * I 
F 
. ""' * . 




* . . *-----------------------------------
* . . * T I WR ITE{ 6 ,1 54) 
* . * I 
F 
. * * . 





* . * I 
F 
. * 
• >:< * . 
• >:c IF * 
* INREAO. E~. l * 
T I WRITE ( 6,155) 
* . . *-------------------~---------------
* 
.. 
. * T I WRITE(6,156l 
* . * -----------~------------ -~ I ~----------~--·------------
(6,207) ITH1E, MMTTR, MINPUTt MEANER, AVCHN G 
***WRITE (6,208) MEANIT 








***WRITE (6,209) MEA NLN 







DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARCS IN THE ADJACENCY MATRIX 
------------------------------~~---------I MAXARC =~*(N-1) 
r 
NUMPTS IS THE LABEL FOR THE OUTPUT ARRAY 
I 
+---- -·------- + 
+ DO + 
++~+++++++ 57 + 
+ + I = 1,N + 
+ +-------- ----+ 
! I 
+ -----------------------------------------







ASTER AND ASTOUT ARE TO PUT ASTERICKS AR OUND THE ARRAY 
+ 
+ I A~TOUT (I) "=ASTER 
+ -----------------------------------------
+ 
+ 57 ++++++++CONTINUE 
CALL D IG RAF 
I 
+------------+ 
59 + DO + 
++++++++++ 62 + 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 61 + 












61 ~~+~+ +++C ON TI NUE 
+ 62 ++++ ++++CO NTINU E 







SEED TH E PROGRAM WIT H ERRORS 
I . 
. * * 
• * IF * . 
* 
S It-1 N U M • E Q • l 
* 
* . . *-----------------------------------
* . . * T I IX~L722632 




THIS SEED CAN BE CHANGED TO THE LAST VALUE OF THE SEED ON THE 
63 
PREVIOUS TEST IF A CONTINUATION OF THE DATA IS DESIRED • 
• * * . 
* IF :C< 
* SIMNUM.EQ.5 * 
* • . *---------~-------------------------
* . . * T I READ(5,108}IX 
* t * -----,-------------------
~----~---------------------
I ARCS = 0. INST =0 NSEED=O 
-------------------------------~---------
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
+++++•++++ 65 + 




+ + DO + 
+++++++~++ 65 + 












ZERO THE MATRIX WHICH RECORDS WHETHER OR NOT AN ARC HAS BEEN TEST 
---------------------~-----~-------------l TESTED (I ,JJ =0 











+ . * :.:~ . 
+ 
. * IF * . 
+ * NO DES (I,Jl.N E.l * 
+ 
+ 
* . . *------------------T I 65 I * . . * + 





















+ CALCULAT E THE NUMBER OF ERR ORS SE EDED 
+ 
+ 
+ --- - ------- - - ------------- - --------- -- - - -
+ I NSEED =NS EE D+ I SEED (I , Jl 
+ ----- --- ---- - - - -- --- - - ------ - ----------- -
+ 
+ 6 5 ++++++++C ON TINUE 
CALCULAT E THE NUMBE R OF LOOPS IN THE PROGRAM 
I LO OPS=O 
---------------- -- L----------------------
+---------- --+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 68 + 
+ + I=l, N + 
+ +- - - - - - - -----+ 
+ l 
+ I 
+ +----- ----- - -+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++T++ + 68 + 
+ + J =l,I + 
+ +-- ----- - ---- + 
+ 



















• * * . 
. * lF * . 
* NODES(I,J).EQ.l * 
* • e *----•------------------------------T . I LO OPS:::LOOPS-t· l * . .. * 






CHOOSE SAMPLE INPUT 
I INPUT=! 
-----------------------------------------1 
----------------------~------------------TOT REP =0. 
TI HE =0. 
AVLINK =0. 
T T Ifv1 E ( f'-J N 0 U T ) = 0 • 
TREP( NN OUT) =0. 
TLINK( NNOUT) =0. 
I IZ =IX NODE = 1 
***WRITE (6,227) 
NUMSUC IS THE NU MBER QF SUCCESSORS 
I NUMSUC =0 
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 80 + 

















. * ::c • 
. * IF * . *NODES(NOOE,JJ.EQ~l * 
* . . *------------ ----------------------~ 
* . . * T I N U M S UC = N U M S U C + 1 
* . * --------- ----------------
1 . I F 
~-------------------- ~ -----
80 ++++++++CONTINUE 








. * * . 




* • • * T I 96 I 
* * i 
F 
. * * . 




* . . *------ - ---~-------
* . . * T I 82 I 
* * i 
I 
---------------------------------------~-
' I K =l 
---~----------------------- ---~----------
I 83 
THE SUCCES SOR S ARE CHOS EN RAND OM LY WITH A UNIFORM DISTRI BUTI ON 
CALL RANDmH IZ, U, l) 
I 
-----------------------------------------t K =l +N UMS UC*U 
f KK =0 
+------------ + 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 85 + 
+ + J = l,N + 
+ +---~---~----+ 




CCCC CC CCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC CCCC PAGE 
+ 
~ 1 
+ • * * . 
+ • * IF * . 
+ *N OD ES( NODE ,Jj .EQ .l * 
* . *-----------------------------------+ 
+ * .. T I KK=KK+ l . * 
+ * . * -------------------------
+ 






+ • * * • + • * IF * • 
+ * KK.EQ.K * + 
+ 
* • • 
* • • * 
*------------------T I 86 I 
+ 




+ 8 5 +++++ ++ +CON TI NUE 
86 I L =J 
TIME I S ASSUMED TO HAVE A MEA N OF ·IT I ME MI LLI SECONDS PER 
I NST RUC TI ON WITH AN EX PONENTIAL DI STRIB UT ION 
* 
CALL EXPON ( IZ , XTI ME , 1 ) 
I 
----------- ---- -~--- ---- ------ --- -~----- -
' XT I ME=X TIME*ITIME 
. * * . 
. * I F * . NODE. LE. L 
* 











CON VER T TIM E I NTO HOUR S 
----- --~---------------------------------
I 
TI ME =TI ME+XTI ME* ITE R(N ODE , L)* {X(NO DE, L) 
+-X (L, NOOE ) }/ I 
l . OE0 3 
I (CONTINUED ON PAGE 12) 
73 
l 1 




88 I TIME =TI ME +X( NOD E,Ll*XTI ME /l ~ OE03 
89 ***WRITE (6,2301 NOOE,L 
TESTED< NO OE,L) = 1 
IS THERE AN ERROR IN THIS PATH 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 
*ISEED(NODE,Ll.EQ.O * 
* . . *------------------
* . . * T I 95 









CALL EXPON( IZ, U, ll 
MEAN TI ME TO REPAIR HAS AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTI ON WITH A 
ME AN OF MMTTR MINUTES 
I MTTR =MMTTR*U 
TOTREP IS THE TOTAL REPAI R TI ME IN HOU RS 
I TOT Rc P =TOTKEP+MTTR/60. 
-----------------------------------------
1 . 











I NODE =L 
------------------------------~----------
I 79 
AVLINK IS THE AVERAGE ARC T~AV E RSAL TIME IN MINUTES 
I AVLIN K =(TI ME /A RCS) 
***WRITE (6,240) INPUT, TIME, TOTREP, AVLI NK 
I 
• ;>,'< * . 
• * IF * . SIMNUM.E Q.2 
* . }~ * i 
r 
""' . ..,. 
* 
. *------- -----------
T I 97 
I TTI ME l NNO UT} =TTI ME( NN OUT}+TI ME TR EPl NNOliT } =T RE P(N NO UT) +TOT RE P TLINK( NNO UT) =T L I NK( NNO UT)+ AVLINK 
I 99 
t NOUT =NNOUT-1 




















* • • * 
T I 98 I 
* • * I 
F 
I 
---~------------------- - -----------------I TLINK(l) =AVLINK TREP( 1) =T OTREP TTI ME(ll =TIME 
t 99 
1 
TLINK( NN OUT) =TLINK( NO UTl+AVLINK 
TREP( NNO UTJ =T RE P(N OUTl+T OTRE P 
TTI ME( NNO UT) =TTI ME( NO UT)+T IM E 
TIME =0. 
TOTREP =0. 
AV LI NK =0 . 
INPUT=I NPUT+1 
--------------~--------~-----------------
KOUNT IS A COUNTER OF THE NUM BER OF SEEDED ERRORS REMAINING 
I KOUNT= O 
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
++ ++++ ++r+ 101 + 
+ + I = 1,N + 
+ +--~---- -----+ 
! I 
+ +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 101 + 
+ + J = l,N + 
+ +------------+ 





















. * * . 
. * IF * . NODES ( I : J l • E Q. l * 
• . *-----------------------------------
* . . * T I KOUNT=KOUNT+ISEED(I,J) 
>',: • * ~ I 
~--------------------------
101 ++-+-+-+-+++CONTINUE 
***WRITE (6,250) KOUNT, (NUMPTS(Ilr I= l,N) 
***WRITE (6,25 5) (ASTOUT(I), I = lrNl 
I 
+------- -----+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 110 + 




110 +++++-***WRITE (6,260) NUMPTS(llt (ISEED(I,Jlr J=l,N) 
DISTINCT SEED FO R RANDO M NU MBER GENERATOR FOR EACH INPUT 









SIMNUM . EC.2 
. * 
* * i 
F 
. * * . 
* IF * SIMNUM.EQ.5 
* . 




* *------------------T I 111 
* • *------------------
T I 111 
MINPUT IS THE MAXIMUM NUMB ER OF INPUT PATHS TO BE CHECKED 











. * >!< • 
. * IF * . 
* INPUT.LE.MINPUT 
* 
* • • *------------------
* • • * 
T I 78 I 
* • * I 
F 
I 
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF ARCS TESTED 




++-+-+++++++ 112 + 




+ + DO + 
+++++++-+++ 112 + 
+ + J = l,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
+ • * * . 
+ • * IF * 





* . . *--------~------------------------- -




* * -------------------------; - I F , 
J---------~ -------~--------
+ 
++ ++++++CONTINU E 
I I NPLJT=INPUT-1 
PTE ST IS THE PERCENT OF ARCS TESTED 
I PTEST( NNO UT) =l OO. *TE ST/ARCS 
-----------------------------------------
f IS THE RATIO OF ACTUAL TO MAXIMU M NU MBE R OF ARCS 
I f(NNOUTl = AR CS/ MAXARC 
I (C ONTI NUED ON PAG E 17) 
78 
PAG E 16 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc cccccccccccc cccccccc 
I 
FN A I S THE RA TI O OF NO DES TO AR CS 
I FNA ( NN OUT} =N/ ARCS 
FLA IS THE RA TI O OF LO OPS TO ARCS 
FL A(N NO UT) =L OOPS / ARCS 
TI NST ( NNO UT J =I NST 
TI NPUT( NN OUTJ =I NPU T· 
TS EED<NNOUT I =N S EED 
TK OUNT( NNO UTJ =K OUNT 
PSEED ( NN OUT J = l OO. * (T KOUN T( NNOUTJ 
/ NSE ED J 
**~<WRITE ( 6 ,26 5) I NPU T, I NS T, NSEED, KOIJN T, PSEEO ( NNOU T), 
PTEST( NNOUT ) 
***~~RIT E (6 , 270) TT IME <NNC UTJ , TREP ( NNO UT), TLI NK ( NN 8UT J 
***WRIT E ( 6 , 275) F( NNOUT), FNA ( NN OUTl, FLA ( NNOU TJ 
I 









* NNO UT eG T. NUM OU T * 
* • • *------ -- -----------'-
* "'" 











. ..,.. .... . 
* IF * 
* SIMNU M.EQ . l 
* 
* . * -~ -------- -- -- --- - ------ ---- --- - - - -
* . T I MEA NLN =MEAN LN+ l * l * _____ f ________ __________ _ 
~- - -------- --- ------ ----- --
( CONT I ~~E D ON PA GE 18 ) 
79 
PAGE 17 








SIMNUM. EQ .l 
* 
* • • *----------------- -
* 
. • * 
T I 57 I 
* l * 
F 
I 
• * * 
. 
• * 
IF :!: • 
* 
SIMNU I"1 . EQ.2 
* 
* • • *-----------------------------------
* • • * 
T I INPUT=INPUT+l 
* • * I 
F 
. ):: * . . 
. * IF * . 
* 
S I M ~ U 1-1 • E Q • 2 
* 
* . . *----------~-------
* . 




+ DO + 
++++++++++ 113 + 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 113 + 
+ + J = l,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
+ ----------------------- - -----------------113 ++++++++I ISEED{I,J) =SVSEEO(!,J ) 
-----------------------------------------I . (CONTINUED ON PAGE 19~ 
80 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc cccccccccccccccccccccc 
* * . 
* IF * . 
* SIM NUM.EQ .5 * 
* • • *------------------
* . . * T I 63 I 
* . * I 
F 
115 
. * * . 
• "" IF * 
* DELADD.EQ.O 
* 
* . . *-----------------------------------
* .. . * T 1 CALLDELARC * J. i 'r 
F 
• j,( * . 
. * If * . 
* DELA DO.EQ.l * 
* . *-----------~-----------------------
* • • * T I CALLADDARC 
* * ·------ -------------------1 . t F 
,--------------------------
116 ***WRITE (6,180) (NU MP TS(IJ, I=l,N) 
~ ***WRITE (6,255) (ASTOUT(I), I = l,N) 
I 
l 
+------------+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 117 + 
+ + I = l, N + 
+ +----~ - ------+ 
+ I 
+ 




118 ***WRITE (6,305) !Z 
***WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP ( TTI ME , TKOUNT, NUMOUT, Ol 
***WRITE ( 6,285 ) 
***WRITE (6,2 8 4) 
I (C CN TI NUE D ON PAGE 20 ) 
81 




CALL PLOTP (TTIME, PSEEO, NUM OUT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,286) 
***WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (TREP, 
***WRITE ( 6, 28 7 ) 
I 
• * * . 
. * IF * . 
* SIMNUM.NE.2 * 
TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
* • . *------------------
* . 




• * T I 119 
CALL PLOTP <TINPUT, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,288) 
***WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (TINPUT, PTE$T 1 
* 1"'*WRITE (6,296) 
***1-IRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (TINPUT, TTIME, 
***WRITE (6,300) 
***WRITE ( 6, 284 l 
CALL PLOTP (TINPUT, PSEEO, 
***WRITE (61301) 
I· 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 




* . . *-·-------------- -~-- .. -
* . . * T I 121 




CALL PLOTP (TTIME, TINST, 
***WRITE . ( 6,302) 
***W RITE ( 6 ,284) 
NUMOUT, 0) 
CALL PLOTP ( TINST, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
* **W RI TE ( 6 ,2 89 ) 






* * . 
.. ¥ IF * 
* Sit~NU r-1. EQ .l 
"* • 
* • 
* * i 
F 
I 
***WRITE ( 6 1 2 8 4) 
CALL PL 0 T P ( F , 
***WRITE (6, 290 ) 
***WRI TE (6,2Btt) 
CALL PL 0 T P ( F A r 
***WRITE 16,291) 
**=<<WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP {FLA, 
***W RI TE ( 6,292) 
<:'**rJRITE ( 6,284) 
* • *------------------
T I 121 I 
TK OUNT , NUMOUT, Ol 
TKOUNT, NUMO UT, 0) 
TKOUNT, NU MO UT, Ol 
CALL PL OTP (TTI ME, F, NU MO UT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,293) 
*;'<*WRITE ( 6 ,2 8 4) 
CALL PLOTP (TTI 1 E , FNA, 
**>l'WRITE (6 7 29 4) 
~"**WRITE ( 6 ,2 8 4) 
CALL P LOTP (T TIME , FLA 1 
***WRITE (6,2 9 5} 
*,:<*WR ITf: !6,2 84 ) 
CAL L PL 0 T P ( F , 
* **W RITE ( 6 ,2 9 7) 
***~--IRIT E ( 6 ,284} 
CALL PL OTP (F NA, 
**,"WRI TE ( 6 ,298 ) 
***WRI TE { 6 , 284 l 
CALL PLOTP ( FLA , 
* **WR ITE ( 6, 299} 





NUMOUT , Jl 
NUt~O U T, 0 l 
NUMOUT, Ol 
NUM OUT , Ol 
N UMOUT , 0) 
PA GE 21 
• 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc{cccccccccccccccccccc PAGE 22 
+-~ - --------- t-
121 + DO + 
++++++++++ 125 + 




+ ***WRITE (6,303) 
+ 
t- *".c*WRITE (6,255) (ASTOUT(I), I= l.,N) 
+ I 
+ +-~----------+ 
t- + DO + 
++++++++++ 122 + 




122 +++++***W RIT E (6,304) I, N, TI NPUT(I}, TI NS T(I), TSEED(I), TKOU NT(I), 
+ PSEED(l), PTEST(IJ, TTI I~E(I), TREP(l), F(I), FNA(l), FLA( l ) 
+ 
125 ++++++++CONTINUE 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 
*(SIMNUM.NE.3)8AN0e(SIMNUM.NE.4) 
* • ·-----------------------------------
* • • * T I CALLGRA PHO 
* * -------------------------i . I F . . 
,----~---------------------
NEED A MINIMUM OF 10 GRAPHS TO ANALYZE BEFORE CALLING HISTG 
. * * . 
. * IF * 
* SIMNUM.NE.S 
* . 





T I 126 I 
CALL HISTG (TTifviE , NUMOUT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,280) 
CALL HISTG (TREP, NUMOUT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,281) 
CALL H I S T G ( P SEED , N U MO U T , 0 ) 
***WRITE (6,28 2) 
CALL HISTG CPTEST, NUMOUT, 0) 
***WRITE (6,283) 
126 CONTINUE 
I (C ON TI NUED ON PAGE 23 ) 






















CONSTRUCT THE DIRECTED GRAPH c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMO N/ALLL/ N, NODE$(30,30) 
COMMO N/A RRAY/ X(30,30), NUM PT$(30), ASTOUT( 30 ), AVCHNG 
COMMON/GEN/ MEANLN, IX 
COMMO N/ERROR/ISEED (30,30) , I TER (30,30), MEANER, I NS T, MEAN I T, IZ 
COMMON/GRAF/ INREA D 
INTEGER *4 CHANGE, AVCHNG 
FO RM AT (16F5.0) 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 , lOX, I4, lX, ' NODES IN DI RECTED GRAP H. 1 //) 
FORMAT('O', 13X, 1 HATRIX OF ARC LENGTHS'//7X, 30{14)) 
FO R~1AT ( f Q I t 
FORMAT ( I Q I t 
FORMAT ( I Q I t 
FORMAT ( I Q I t 
FORM AT ( I Q I t 
ZE RO' //) 
FORMAT ( I I t 
FO RMAT ( I I 7 
FORMAT ( '0' ' 
FOR MA T (' Q I f 
15, I • • , 30(F4 .. 0)) 
13X, 'NOTE : 0.0 INDICATES NO ARC FROM I TO J'// ) 
13X, 'ADJAC ENC Y MATRIX 1 //7X, 30(14)) 
1.5, I >;<It 3Q (I4)) 
13X, 'NOTE: NONEXISTENCE OF AN AR C IS I NDI CAT ED BY A 
7X, 30(A 4 )) 
7X, 30(A4l) 
I5, I * ' Y 30{{4)) 
IF IN RE AD = 1 REA D IN INSTRUCTION LENGTHS 
. * * . 
. * IF * 
* INR EAD .E Q.O * 
* . ·------------------
. * T i 20 I * • 
* r * 
F 







+ DO + 
++++++++++ 10 + 
+ + I = l,N + 
+ +------------+ 
+ I 
+ 10 +++++ *"" *READ (5,10 0 ) (X(I,J), J = 1,tn 
20 
I 
I 2 5 




+ DO + 
+++++++++T 25 + 





+ + DO + 
+++++ +++++ 25 + 






















I X ( I , J l =0 • 0 
. * * . 
. * I F * 
* NOD ES(!,J). EQ. O * 
* . . *------------------
* . .. * 
T I 25 
* * i 
F 
I 
CALL EXPON (I X,XL NTH, 1) 
PAG E 2 
+ ME ANLN IS THE EXPON ENTIALLY DISTRI BUTE D MEAN LENGTH OF EAC H ARC 
+ 
+ 
+ -- - ----- - ----- - ---- - ---------------------
+ I X ( I , J ) =ME AN L N>:C X L N T H + 1 • 0 
+ --- --- - ----- -----------------------------
+ 
· + 25 ++++++++C ONTI NUE 
** * WR IT E (6,1 30) 
***W RI TE ( 6, 140 j 
** * WR I TE ( 6 , 2 10 ) 
(C ONTI NUED ON Pl GE 
N 
( NUMPTS (I), I = 1, N} 






+ DO + 
++++++++++ 30 + 
+ + I=l,N + + +--~---------+ 
+ I 
+ 
30 +++++***WRITE {6,150} NUMPTS(!), (X(J,J), J=l,N) 
***WRITE (6,160) 
***WRITE (6,180) (NUMPTS(l), 1=1,!-J) 
***WRITE (6,21 0 } (ASTOUT(Il, I = l,Nl 
I 
+------ ------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 50 + 
+ + I=1,N + 
+ +------- - ----+ 
+ I 
+ 
50 H·+++***WRITE (6,190) NUMPTS(I), (N ODE S(I,J), J=l,N) 
***WRITE (6,200) 
PAGE 3 
THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PER LO OP IS DIST RIBUTtD WITH A UNIFORM 
DISTRIBUTION WI TH A MEAN OF MEANIT 
I 
+-- - ---------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 55 + 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 55 .+ 
+ + J = 1, N + 
+ +------------+ : ., 
+ -------~---------------------------------






. * * . 
+ 
. * IF * 
+ * NO DE S(I,J).E Q.O ,..., 
+ * . . *------------------
+ 
* 
. • * 








. ... I 
+ 










+ I + + 











* • • 
*------------------







+ I + 
+ 
+ CALL RA NDOM ( I X, TIT ER , 1) 
+ I 
+ --- -- - -- - - -- ---- -- - - ------- - -- - --------- -
+ I IT ER ( I ,Jl =l+IJ,EAN IT *TI TER 
+ --- -- - ------ - --------- ------------ - ------
+ 
+ 
5 5 ++++ +++ +C ON TINUE 
CRE AT E LABE LS FO R TH E OUTPUT ARR AY 
***WRITE ( 6 ,23 0) ( NUM PTS( l ), I=l, N) 
***WRITE ( 6,22 2} ( AST OUT( I ), ! =l, N) 
I 
+- - --------+ 
+ DO + 
+++ +++ +++ + 73 + 
+ + I = l,N + 
+ +---- --------+ 
+ I 









SUBROUTIN E AOO ARC 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
AOOARC ADOS AN ARC BET WEE N TWO NOD ES c 
c 
cccccccccccccccc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc cc 
COMMON /ALLL/ N, NOD ES( 30 ,30) 
COMMON /AR RAY/ X( 30, 30 }, NUMP TS (30 ), AS TOU T( 30 ), AVCHNG 
Cm1 MON/G EN/ MEAN LN, IX 
FORMAT ( 2!5} 
FOR~~AT ( 1 1 1 , 13 X, 'A NEW ARC HA.S BEEN ADDED FROM NODE', ! 3 , 
' T 0 N 0 DE ' , I 3 , 1 .0 F LEN G T H ' , F 4 • 0 } 
ADO A NEW ARC FR OM Nl TO N2 
>-"'**READ ( 5, 100) Nl, N2 
I 
I NO DE S( Nl, N2) = 1 
CALL EXP ON (IX , XLNTH , l) 
MEANLN IS TH E MEA N LENG TH OF THE ARC TO BE EX PONE NTI ALLY OISTRI B. 
------------ ~---------------~------------I X( Nl, N2 ) =MEAN LN* XL NTH+l .O 








PA GE l 
SU BROU TI NE DELA RC 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc cccccccccccccccc cccc cccccccccccc 
c 
DELARC DELETeS AN ARC BETWEEN TWO NODES c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMON / ALL L/ N, NODES ( 30 , 30 l 
COMM ON / ARRAY/ X( 30,30) , NUMP TS (30 ), AST OUT(30 ), AVCHNG 
CO MMO N/ ERROR/ISEED ( 30,3 0 ), ITE R( 30,30 ), t-1 EANER , I !STf MEANI T, IZ 
CCMMO N/ OUT / NSE ED , I NPUT , SVSEED( 30 ,30l 
INT EGER SVSEED 
FOR MAT (2151 
FOR MAT ('1', 13X, 'AN ARC WAS DELET ED FROM NODE', 1 3 , 
I TON ODE' , 13 , •.•!) 




NODES( Nl, N2 l =0 
X( NJ, N2 l =0 . 0 
IS EED<I'H , N2 l =0 
SV SEE D<Nl, N2) = 0_ 


















C 0 M r-1 0 N I A R R A Y I X ( 3 0 , 3 0 ~ , N U 1-1 P T S { 3 0 ) , A S T 0 U T ( 3 0 ) , A V C H N G 
COMMON/ERROR/ISEEDC30,30), ITER(30,30), MEANER, INST, MEANIT, IZ 
· CCMMON/OUT/NSEED, INPUT, SVSEED(30,30) 
COM MON/GE N/MEANLN, IX 
INTEGER *4 CHANGE, AVCHNG, SVSEED 
DIMENSIO N ER(30), IER(30l 
FORMAT ('0', 13X, 'SEED ERRORS AT INSTRUCTION INTERVALS'// lO X, 
3014) 
FORMAT ('1'// l3X, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF I NS TRUCTIONS IS', 15) 
FORMAT ('0'// 13X, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS SEEDED IS 1 ,I4// 13X r 
'THE ERROR MATRIX'//7X, 30( !4)) 
FORMAT ( 1 •, 7X, 30(A4)) 
FOR ~1AT ( 101, 15, I*', 30(14-)) 
GENERATE ERRORS WITH EXPONENTIAL DIST RIBUTI ON 
CALL EXPON(IX, ER, N) 
SPREAD ERRORS TO GIVE MEAN OF MEANER 
I 
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 60 + 










I IEf{(l) =MEANER*E R(I) 




+ 60 ++++++++CONTINU E 
I II =1 
NSEED IS THE NU MBER OF ERRORS SEED ED 
-----------------------------------·-----I NS EED= O 
INST IS THE NUMBE R OF INSTRUCTIONS 
I INST =0 
------------------------------ -----------1 
NUMER IS THE ER ROR SEED/I NS TRUCTION CO MP ARAT OR 
I NU MER=O 
-----------------~ -----------------------
+-------- - - --+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 70 + 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 6 5 + 
+ + J = l, N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
+ . . * * . 
. * IF * 
* NODES ( I , J } • E Q. 0 "" + + 








* . . * T I 65 I )~ * i 
F 
I 




+ I INST =I NST+X(l,J) 
+ ---------- -----------~ ~------------------
+ 
+ 
+ LO OPS ARE AS SUME D TO HAVE AN ERR OR RATE PR OPE RTI ONAL TO TH E 
+ 
+ 
PAG E 2 
+ NU M B~ R OF IN STRUCTI ONS I N THE LOO P AND THE NUMBER OF ITE RAT I ON S 
+ 






PA GE 3 
THROUGH TH E LOOP 



























* • • * 



















* * ------------ -------------! I 
,--------------------------
I NUM E ~= N UMER+ I E R{I!) 
. * * . 
. ·* IF * . I NST.LT.NUMER 
* * - ~ --- --------~ ----
* . . * T I 64 
* * i 
r 
+ -------- - - - ---- ---------------- - --- ------
+ \ IS EEO ( I ,JJ =I S EE DCI, Jl+ l 
+ NSEED = NSEED+l 
+ II =II+l 
































. * * . 




* . * T I 63 I 
* l * 
I 




, I NU MER= NUME R- IER C I I J 












+ DO + 
++++++++++ 71 + 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 71 + 




+ SVSEED IS THE SAVE COPY OF THE ORIGINAL SEEDED ERRORS 
+ 
+ 
+ -----------------------------------------71 ++++++++I SVSEED(I,Jl =ISEED<I,JJ 
N~EED IS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS SEEDED 
***WRITE (6,210) INST 
***viRIT E (6,205} (!ER(l), I= l,N) 
***WRITE (6 7 220) NSEEO, (NUMPTS(I), I = 1 7 N) 
***WRITE (6,222) (ASTOUT(l), I=l,Nl 
I 
+------------+ 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 75 + 
+ + I = l,N + 
+ +- ----------+ 
+ I 
+ 








PA GE l 
SUBROUTINE NUSE ED 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
CORRECTING PREVIOUS ERROR MAY CREATE A NEW ERROR c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMON/ALLL/N, NOD ES(30,30) 
COM MON/A RRAY/X(30,30), NU M PTS(30l~ ASTOUT(30), AVCHNG 
COMMON/ERROR/ISEED(30,30), ITER(30,3 0 ), MEA NER , INST, ME ANIT, IZ 
CCMMO N/OUT/NSEED, INPUT, SVSEED(30,3 0 ) 
COM I-10N/NE W/IW 
INTEG ER* 4 CHAN GE, AVCHNG 
DIMENSIO N ERR(2) 
FORMAT ( 1 0 1 , 13X, ' NEW ERROR INSERT ED FROM NO DE ', !4, 1 TO NO DE', 
14/ /) 
I NUM =0 
THE ERROR IS EQUALLY LIKELY TO RE SULT IN CHANGES TO ALL ARCS 
CALL RAND OM <IW, ERR, 2) 
I 
=l +N*fRR (ll 
=l+ N*ERR ( 2 ) 
-----------------------------------------
NEw ERROR CREATE D AT ( I,J) 
IS THIS A NODE OF THE DIR EC TE D GR APH 
. * * . 
* IF * . 
* NO DES(l,J). EQ .l ~' 
* • • *------- -----------
* • . * 
T I 20 I 
* • * I 
F 
I ______________________________ ...;._ . ___ __ __ _ 
I j = J tl I F(J.GT. N)J =1 
I (CONTI NUED ON PAGE 2 ) 96 
I NUM=NUM+l 
IF NODE I IS A TERMINAL NODE NO NEW ERROR IS INSERTED 








* • • * 
T I RETURN 




CHANCE OF INSERTING A NEW ERROR IS BASED ON THE NUMBER OF 
INSTRUCTIONS THAT MUST BE CHANGED 
2 0 C A L L R A N D 0 M ( U~ , E R N U, U 
PAG E 2 
AVCHNG IS THE ASSUMED (INPUT) AVERAGE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS 
CHANGED WHEN AN ERROR IS FOUND 
CHANGE IS TH E UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS CHANGED 
I CHA NGE =l+AVCHNG*ERNU*2. 
CRA TIO IS THE RATIO OF INSTRUCTIONS CHANGED .TO THE NUMBER OF 
INST RUCTIONS IN THE UNIFORMLY RANDOM LY CH OSEN ARC 
I CRATIO = CrlA NGE / X(I~ J} 
THE CRITERIA FOR INSE RTING A NEW ERROR IS UNIFO RML Y DISTRI BUTED 
CALl RAN 0 OH ( I W , RAT I 0, 1 ) 
IF THE CHANGE RATIO (CRATIOl IS GREATER THAN THE CRI TERIA ( RATIO ) , 
THEN A NEW ERROR IS INSERTED 






. * * . 




* . . * T I RETURN 
* . * 
1- I 
~------------------~-------
I ISEED(l!J) =ISEED(l,J)+l NSEED=NSEED+l 







cccccccccccc cccc cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 




DIMENS"IO N ND(30,30), X(30), XX(2), Y(30), YY(2) 
DIMENSIO N XL(36), YL(36), THETA(36) 
INTEGER* 4 IT B(12)/12 *0/ 
REAL*4 RTB(28)/28 *0.0/ 
ITB IS ORAWP ARRAY 
--------------------~--------------------ITB(lJ =1 
I TB { 2 l =0 
IT B ( 3 ) =9 
IT B ( 4 ) = 15 
IT B( 8 ) =2 
IT 8 ( 9 ) =0 
IT B ( l0 ) =2 
1T B(l1l =0 
RT B IS DRAWP ARRAY 
I RTB( ll =1.0 RTB( 2 ) =1 .0 
i----- - ------- ... 
+ DO + 
++++++++++ 4 ... 




... +-~-- --------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 4 ... 
+ + J = 1,N + 






NO IS AR RAY USE D TO CH ECK FOR PRE DECESSO RS 
r 
+ --- - --- - - - ---- - ---- - - - ---- - ------- - ------
+ I ND<I,Jl = 0 
... -------- ---------------------------------






I .X{ 1) =4.5 Y(l) =15.0 X(2J =X(l) 
--------~--------------------------------
CONST IS Y-DIRECTION SCALE FACTOR 
I CONST=30./N Y ( 2) = Y ( ll- CON S T 
CALL DRAWP(2,X,Y,ITB,RTB) 
I 




KOUNT IS X-DIRECTION SHRINK FACTOR - SHRINKS AFTER EVERY OTHER 
FANOUT 
----------------------------------~------I I(OUNT= 1 






LABEL IS THE NUMBER OF EACH NODE 
---------------------------------------~-
. 1 LABEL=2 r 
+------------+ 
+ 00 + 
++++++++++ 5 + 
+ + M = l,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I (CONTINUED ON PAGE 3) 
100 






































. * * . 
• * IF * . 
* NODES ( 1 , M ) • E Q. 0 * 
* . . *------------------
* . 
* r * 
F 
I 
. * T I 5 I 
KK IS THE LAST NODE IN THE GIVEN LEVEL 
I KK KT =M = KK+ 1 
-------- ---------------------------------
. * * . 
. * IF * . 
* NODES(l,KT).EQ.O 
* * . . *------------------
* . . * T I 6 
* * i 
F 
I 
5 ++++++++CO NTI NUE 
KM IS THE LAST NODE IN THE NEXT LEVEL 
I 
. +------------+ 
6 + DO + 
++++++++++ 7 + 
+ + M = KK,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
+ • * * . 
t • * IF * 
+ * NOOES(KK,M}.EQ.O * 
+ * . . *------------------
+ T I 7 I 
* 


















-----------------------------------------I KM KX =M = KM ·t-1 






. * * . 
. * IF * . 














* r * 
F 
I 
7 ++++++++CO NTINUE 
. I 
+------------+ 
8 + DO + 
++++++++++ 50 + 
+ + I = 2~NN + 
+ +------------+ 
: I 
T I 8 ! 
+ -----------------------------------------




+ NUMSUC IS TH E NUMB ER OF SUCCESSORS 
+ 
+ 





+ +-------- - ---+ 
+ + DO + 
++ ~ +++++++ 2 0 + 
+ / + J = I , KM + 
+ +------~-----+ 
! I 
. * IF * . 
* 












* . . *------------------i · 
... . 
. * 1 I 20 I 
* * i - - ---.-: -
r 
+ +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 18 + 




+ IS THE RE A NODE AL REA DY IN EXISTE~C E 
+ 
+ I (CONTINU ED ON PAGE 5) 
102 












































. * * . 




* . . *------------------
* . . * T I 18 I 
* * i 
F 
I 















+ 20 ++++++++CONTINUE 
+ 















* . . *-----------~------
* . . * T I 44 I 
* 1 * 
+ 










+ • * * . 
+ . * IF * . 
+ NUMSUC.NE.l 
* + * 
* . *------------------+ ,_ .,. . 
. * 1 I 30 I 
+ 





















L =LA BE L+l 
LABEL=LA BEL+l 




XX ( 2J=X (l) 
YY (l)=Y(l) 
YY(2)=Y(L} 




IS THERE A NODE ABO VE THAT NEEDS CONNECTING TO THIS NODE 
+ I 
+ +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 28 + 
+ + K = l,II + 




. * IF * . 


























* *--- ------- ~-------
* 0 




. * * . 
• >:< IF * . 
* N OD E S ( K , L ) o E Q • 0 
* . 
* . 
* * i 
r 
I XX(l)=X( K ) YY(l)=Y( K ) 
I 
. * 
(C ONTINUED ON PAGE 7) 
T I 2 8 
* *------------------
T I 28 I 












+ I YY(2l=Y(L) 









+ I 44 









+ ----------~-----------------~------------30 + 
+ 
+ 
I FAN =Z. *XCON ST/(NUMSUC-1) 
+ + +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 35 + 
+ + L=1,NUMSUC + 
+ +------------+ 
I 
I M =:LABEL+L NO(I,Ml =l 
. * >(< • 















































* . * 
T I 31 I 
* * i 
I 
I X(M) =X(I}-XCONST 
I 33 
I LM =M-1 X(M) =X<LM)+FAN 
--------- - ----------~~-------------------I Y ( M l = Y ( I l -CONS T XX(l)=X(ll 
-----------------------------------------























IS THERE A NODE ABOVE THAT NEEDS CO NNE CTING TO THIS NODE 
+ I 
+ +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++~+++ 34 + 





. * * . 












..,.. . • *------------------
* . . * T I 34 I 




+ • * * . 
+ • * IF * . 
+ * NODES(K,M) .EQ.O * 
+ * . *------------------T I 34 .._ 
* 
























---------------------------------------~-I XX(l)=X(K) YY(U=Y ( K) XX<Zl=XU~ ) YY( Z)=Y( M) ND(K,M ) =1 
CALL DRAWP (Z ,XX, YY,IT B,R TB) 









------------------------ ~--~- -- ~ ---------
+ 
I LA BE L=LABEL+NUMSUC KOU NT=KOU NT +l 
I (CONTI NUED ON PAGE 9) 
106 

























































. * * . 




* . . *------------------
* . . * T I 44 I 
* * i 
F 
I 
REDUCE THE X-DIRECTION SCALE FACTOR 
~----------------------------------------
1 XCO NST =XC ONS T/1.5 KOUNT= 0 
IS THIS NODE STILL ON THE GIVEN LEVEL 







* • . *------------------
* * 
T I so I 
* • * I F 
I 
NO, CHANGE LEVELS 
I LEVEL=LEVEL+l 
\ 
DETERMINE TH E LAST NODE IN TH E NEW LEVEL 
+ I 
+ +------------+ 
+ + ou + 
++++++++++ 45 + 
+ + M = I,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 
* 
* • 
NODES ( I , M) • EQ. 0 
• 
* . . * 




















------------ ------- -- - ---------~---- -----( KK =M 
----------------------- ------~-----------


























. * * . 
. * IF * . 
* NODES( I ,KT) .EQ.O 
* . 
* . . * 




++++++++CO NTINU E 
PAG E 10 




DETERMINE THE LAST NODE IN THE NEXT LEVEL AFTER THE PRESENT LEVEL 
+ I 
+ +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 47 + 
+ + M = KK,N + 
+ +------------+ 
I 
. * * . 
. * IF * . 



































I KM KX 




. * * . 
. * IF * . 
* NODES(KK,KX).EQ.O * 
T I 4 7 I 
* . *----------~-------
* . . * T I 50 I 





+ 50 ++++++++CONTINUE 
GRAPH LOOPS 
I (CONTINU ED ON PAGE 11) 
108 
+------------+ + DO + 
~ ++++++++++ 90 + 
• 
+ + I = 2,N + 
+ +------------+ 
! I 
+ ------------------- - ---------------------
+ J K =I-1 




+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 80 + 
+ + J = l,K + 




















































. * * • 
. * I F * . NOD ES ( I , J ) • E Q. 0 
* 
• • *------------------
T I 80 I 
* • . * 
* • * I 
F 
I 
--~------------------------ - -------------I PI =3.1415 926 
------- ______ _. __ -- --t" ---- ~ --- - -------- -··-_ ... _ 
ESTABLISH THE DI RECTION OF CURVE FOR LOOP 
. * * . 





* . . * T I PI = - PI 
* . * -------------------------~ I ~--------------------------
STARTI NG POINT FOR CU RVE 
-----------------------------------------I XL(l)= X{l) YL(1)=Y(l) 
-----------------------------------------
ENDING POI NT FOR THE CU RVE 
------------ -----------------------------I XL< 3 6) =X(J) YL( 3 6) = Y( J) ' 











































I XDIF =X<I)-X(J) I YDIF =Y(l )-Y(J) 
R IS THE RADIUS OF THE LOOP 
I R =0.5*SQRT(XDIF **2+ YDIF **2 ) 
--------~--------------------------------
(XC,YC) IS THE CENTER OF THE LOOP 
I XC YC =(X( I)+X(J) )/2. =(Y(l)+Y(J))/2. 
THETEC 1) IS THE INITIAL ANGLE 
I TH ETA(l) =ATAN2(YDIF,XDIF) 
/ 
+ CREATE 36 POINTS IN A SEMICIRCLE FORMING TH E LOOP 
+ 
+ I + +------------+ 
+ + DO + 
++++++++++ 70 + 




+ M =L-1 
+ TH ETA(L) =THETA(M)+PI/36. 
+ XUU= R,.:COS(THETA(L) l +XC 




70 ++++++++CONTI NUE 
+ 
+ CALL DRAW P( 36,XL,YL,ITB 1 RTB) 
+ 80 ++++++++CO NTINUE 
+ 90 ++++++++CONTINUE 
DRAW DIA MONDS AT EACH NODE 
-----------------------------------------I IT B( 1) =3 IT 8 (2) =4 
CALL DRAWP(N ,X,Y,ITB, RTB ) 
RETURN 
110 







ERROR SI MU L!J.TION MODEL COHPUTER PRCX:::RAM CODE 
//GREEN05 JOB (l723,0409,CS42J,'GREEN SMC 2827',TIME=4,MSGCLASS=O 
II EXEC FORTCLGP, REGION. G0=200K 
//F GR T.SYSP RI NT DO SYSOUT=O 
//F OR T.SYSIN DO * 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C SI MULATION OF ERROR S IN SOFTWARE C 




C DIRECTIONS FOR USE C 
c c 
C 1. TO RUN THE SI MULATION WHICH VARIES THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS C 
C BETWEEN EACH NODE. C 
C A. NOR MAL DATA I NCLUDES: C 
C (1). SI MNUM = 1 C 
C (2). MI NP UT = 3 C 
C ' ( 3 ). ME ANLN = 1 C 
C (4). NUMO UT = 30 C 
C ( 5 ). I NR E A 0 = 0 C 
C ( 6 ). DELADD = 0 C 
C ( 7). I TI ME = 50 (IN MILLISECONDS) C 
C ( 8 ). f'AMTTR = 30 (IN MI NUTES) C 
C ( 9) . MEANER= 20 C 
C 0 0 ). MEAN IT = 20 C 
C (11). AVCHN G = 3 C 
C ( 12 ). ASTER =***** C 
c (l 3 ). f\1=3 0 c 
C B. I NP UT AD J ACE NCY MATRIX C 
c c 
C 2. TO RUN TH E SIMULATIO N WHICH VA RIES THE NUMBER OF I NPUTS USED: C 
C A,. N 0 R 1'1 AL D AT A IN C L U 0 E S : C 
C ( l } • S I M NU M = 2 C 
C ( 2 ) . MI NPLJT = 1 C 
C ( 3 1. MEANLN = 10 C 
C ( 4 ). NUMOUT = 30 C 
C { 5). INREAO = 0 IF TH E NU MBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IN EACH C 
C ARC I S TO BE DET ERM I NED RAND OMLY - OTHERWISE C 
C INREAD = I C 
C (6). DELADD = 0 C 
C (7). I TI ME =50 (IN MILLISECONDS) C 
C ( 8) . MM TT R = 30 (IN MINUTES) C 
C ( 9 }. ME Af\!E R = 20 C 
C (10). MEAN IT = 20 C 
C ( 1 U • A VC HN G = 3 C 
C (1 21 . ASTER=***** C 























































B. INPUT ADJACENCY MATRIX 




3. TO RUN THE SIMULATION WHICH VARIES THE NUMBER OF ARCS BETWEEN C 
THE NO DES. C 
A. NORMAL DATA INCL UD ES : 
(1). SIMN UM = 3 ( 2 ) • MI N PUT = 3 
(3). ME ANLN = 10 
( 4). NU MOUT = 20 
(5). IN READ = 0 
(6). DELAOD = 0 
DELADD = 1 
(7). ITIME =50 
(8). MMTTR = 30 
( 9). MEANER = 20 (1 0) . MEA NIT = 20 (11). AV CHNG = 3 
IF DELETING ARC S FROM STRUCTURE. 
IF ADDING ARCS TO THE STRUCTURE. (IN MILLISECONDS) (IN MINUTES) 
(12). ASTER = ***** (13). N = 30 
B. I F DELADD = 0 
MA TRIX • 
INPUT MOST CO MP LEX STRUCTURED ADJACENCY 
I F DELADD = 1 INPUT SIMPLEST STRUCTURED ADJACENCY MATRIX. 
C. I NPUT 20 ( NUMOUT) PAIRS OF VALUES Nl AND N2 WHICH 
DETE RM INE TH ~ AR C TO BE DELETED OR ADDED. 
4. TO RUN THE SIMULATION WHICH VARIES THE NUMBER OF LOOPS: 
A. NORMAL DA TA INCLUDES: 
(1). SIMNUM = 4 (2). MINP UT = 3 
{ 3 I • M E Af\J L. N = 1 0 
( 4). NUMO UT = 20 (5). I NRE AD = 0 
(6). DELA DD = 0 
DELADD = l 
(7). ITI ME =50 
(8). MM TT R = 30 
( 9) . MEANER = 20 (10). MEA NIT = 20 
IF DELETING LOOPS FROM STRUCTURE. 
IF ADDI NG LOOPS TO THE STRUCTURE. (IN MILL ISECONDS) (IN MINUTES} 
( 11) • A VC HN G = 3 
(12). ASTER = ***** (13). N = 30 
B. IF DELADD = 0 
MA TRIX . 
INPUT MOST COMPLEX STRUCTURED ADJACENCY 
IF DELADD = 1 INPUT SIMPLEST STRUCTURED ADJACENCY MATRIX. 
C. IN PUT 20 ( NUMOUT l PAIRS OF VALUES N1 AND N2 WHICH 
















































C 5. TO RUN THE SIMULATION WHICH VARIES THE SEED TO THE INPUT: C 
C A. NORMAL DATA INCLUDES: C 
C (U.SI MN U M =5 C 
C (2). MINPUT = 1 C 
C (3). MEA f\JLN = 10 C 
C (4}. NUMOUT = 30 C 
C ( 5). INR E AD = 0 IF THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IN EACH C 
C ARC IS TO BE DETERMINED RANDOMLY- OTHERWISE C 
C I NR E A D = 1 C 
C (6). DELADD = 0 C 
C (7). ITIM E =50 (IN MILLIS EC ONDS) C 
C (8). MMTTR = 30 (IN MINUTES) C 
C (9). ~1f::AN E R = 20 C 
C ( 10). ~1EAN IT = 20 C 
C (11). AVCH ~ G = 3 C 
C (1 2 ). ASTER = ***** C 
C (13l. N=30 C 
C B. I NP UT ADJACENCY MATRIX C 
C C. IF INREAD = l IN PU T MATRIX OF ARC LENGTHS. C 
C D. IZ = 17 22632 ( OR WHATEVER LAST S E~D WAS ON PREVIOUS RUN) C 
C NOTE: LAST DATA C ARD C c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
CCM MO N/ALLL / N, NODE$( 30,30) 
CCM MON / AR.RAY / X ( 30,30 ) 7 NUM PTS(30), AS T OUT(30 ) ? AVCHNG 
C GMJ'10N / ERROR /I SEE D(30,30l, ITER( 30,301, ME ANER , INST, MEANIT, IZ 
C G M 1·1C. N I 0 U T I N S E E D , I l'l P U T , S V S E E D ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) 
C 0 1MO N / GEN/MEAN LN, IX 
COM MO N/N EW / IW . 
CCMMON / GRAF /I NREAD DIM EN SION TTI ME I50 ), TREP (501, TLINK(50l, T KOUN T(50), TINPUT(50l 
DI MENS I ON PSEE0 ( 50 ), F(5Q), FNA(50J, FLA(50l 
DIM EN SION T SEED £50) , TINST(50l, PTES T(50l 
INT EGER* 4 CHANSE, AVC HNGv T ES TED (30r30 ), TEST, SIMNUM, SVSEED 
I NTEGER>:< 4 DELADD 
REAL ~' 4 MTTR 
100 FOR MAT (! 31 
1 08 F ORM AT (11 0) 
1 40 F ORM AT (16! 5 ) 151 FOR MA T (' 1 1 , 13X, 'THIS RUN WILL VARY THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS B 
1 EH~EEN EACH NODE.') 152 FO RMA T (' 1', 1 3X, ITHI S RUN WIlL VA'K.Y THE NUMBt:R OF INPUTS TO BE U 
lS ED .'l 15 3 F ORr-IA T ('1', 13X, 'THIS RUN WILL VA RY THE NUI"IBER OF ARCS BETWEEN T 
l HE NODE S ... l 
15't F OR 1'1i\ T 1'1', 1 3X, 'THIS RUN WI LL VARY THE NUMBER OF LOOPS.') 
1 55 F CR1'1AT ( 9 1. 1 , !3X, 'THI S RUN WIL L VA F<. Y THE RANDO :'~ NUMBER SEED ~miCH 





L _ t 
156 FORMAT ('0', 13X, 'THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IN EACH ARC HAS BEEN 
1 READ IN AND IS NOT RANDOM.') 
180 FOR MAT { 1 0 1 , 13X, 'ADJACENCY MATRIX'//7X, 30(!4)) 
203 FORt-1A T ( 1 0', l3X, ' NOTE : NONEXISTENCE JF AN ARC IS INDICATED BY A 
l ZE RO'//) 
204 F OR!"1 AT ('0', 13X, 'THERE IHLL BE•, 13, ' GRAPHS EVALUATt:D THIS RUN 
1. I I/) 
205 FOR I"l A"f (7(15, 5X)) 
2 06 FOR1'1A T (A5l 
207 FC1RM AT ('0', 12X, 'INPUT ASSUMPTIONS (VARIABLES):'//13X, 'EXECUTIO 
1N TI ME PER INSTRUCTION HAS AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION WITH A MEAN 
2 OF ', I 3 , 1 MILLISEC OI'W S.'//13X, 'M EAN TII'\E TO RE PAIR AN ERROR HAS 
3AN EXP ONEN TIAL DISTR IBUTION ~~ITH A f"\EAN OF', 13 , 1 MINU TES. 1 //1 3X, 
4 ' T H E N U M B E R 0 F 1 N P U T P A T H S B E Ii'.J G I NV E S T I G A T ED I S 1 , I 3 T 1 • 1 I I 1 3 X , 
5 1 ERROR S ARE SEEDED BY AN EXPO NEi\ITIAL DISTRIBUTION WITH A MEAN OF', 
6 13, • INSTRUCTIO NS PER ERROR. 1 //l3X, 'TH E AVE RAGE NUMBER OF I NSTRU 
7CTI ONS CHA NGE D \~H EN AN ERROR IS FOUND IS', I3,'.'i 
208 FORMAT (' 0' , 13X, 'TH E NUMBE R OF ITE RATION S PER LOOP IS UNIF ORM LY 
1DISTRIBUTED F ROM l TO', 13, '•') 
209 FORMA T (' 0 ', 13X, 'THE t"lEAN N U ~1BE R OF INSTRUCTinNS BFTWEEN EACH NO 
lD E IS EXP ONEN TIALLY DI STRI BUTED WITH A ~lE AN OF', 13, 1 • 1 ) 
2 27 FORMAT ( ' 0', l3X , 'SA MP LE INPUT PA TH FROM'//13X, 'N ODE TO NODE'//) 
2j0 FORM AT( • o~, llX, ltt r 4X, 14) 
240 FC RM AT( 1 0',1 3 X,'FOR INPUT NU MBER 1 ,I3 , 1 THE EXECUTION TH1E IS•, 
1 F8.2, ' SECOND S WITH A TOTAL REP AIR TI ME OF ', F8.2, 1 HOURS' 
2 // l3X, 1 AND AN AVERAGE LINK TRAV ER SAL TI ME OF ', F8 .2, 1 SECONDS') 
245 F ORMA T ('0 1 , 13X, cERR OR FOU ND'//) 
25 0 F ORM AT('lv , 13Xr !4, ' SEED ED ERRORS REMAINING'//13X, ' MATR IX OF 
! SEEDED ERRORS REMAINING 1 1/7X, 30(14)) 
255 FO RMA T(' ', 7X, 30(A4)) 
260 FO RM AT( 1 0 1 , !5, I *' , 30{!4)) 
2 6 5 F 0 R MAT ( f 1 I ' 1 1 X ' I 3 ' ' I N puT s I I 11 3 X ' I 4 ' I I N s T R u c T I ON s I I I 1 3 X ' 
113, ' ERR ORS SEEDED 1 1/l3X, I3, ' RES IDUAL ERRORS 0 //l3X, F6.2, 
2 • PERCEN T RES I DUA L ERROR S'/113X, F6.2, ' · PERCENT OF ARCS TESTED' 
3 II) . 
270 FORM AT('O', 9X, FlD.5, ' SECONDS EXECUTION TI ME'//l2X, 
l Fl0~ 6 , 1 HOURS TO RE PAIR ERRORS' //12X, Fl0.6, 1 SECONDS AVE 
2RA GE ARC TRAVERSAL TIME'//) 
275 FO Rt'iAT( 1 0', 12X, F5 .2, 1 IS THE RATIO OF ACT UA L TO t·1AXH1UM NUMBER 
1 OF ARCS'// 13X, F5.2, ' IS THE RATIO OF NODES TO ARCS 1 //13X, 
2 F5.2, ' IS THE RATIO OF LOOPS TO ARCS '//) 
280 FORM AT ('0 1 //13X, ' HISTOGRAM FOR EXECUTION Tit~E ') 
281 FORMAT ( '0'1/13X, ' HIST OGRAM FOR REPA I R TIME') 
282 F ORM AT ('0'//l3X, ' HIS TOGKAM FOR PERCE NT RESIDUAL ERRORS') 
283 FO RM AT ( 1 0'//13X, 'HISTO GR AM FOR P ERCENT ARCS TESTED') 
2 8 4 F ORM AT ( ' 1 v ; l X ) 
285 F OkM AT ('0'//l3X 1 1 EXECUTI ON TIME VS RESIDUAL ERRORS') 

















287 FORMAT ('0'//13X, 'REPAIR TH1E VS RESIDUAL ERRORS') 
288 FORMAT ( 1 0 1 //13X, 'NUMBER OF INPUTS VS RESIDUAL ERRORS') 
289 FORMAT ('0'//13X, ' NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIO NS VS RESIDUAL ERRORS') 
290 FORM AT ('0 1 //13X, 'RATIO OF ACTUAL TO MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARCS VS RE 
1SI OUAL ERRORS ') 
291 FORMAT (' 0 '//13X, ' RATIO OF NO DES TO ARCS VS RE SI DUAL ERRORS'1 
292 FORM AT ('0 1 //1 3X, ' RA TIO OF LOO PS TO ARCS VS RESI DUAL ERRO RS') 
293 FO RM~T ( 1 0'//l3X,'EX ECUTI ON TI ME VS RATIO OF ACTUAL TO MAXIMUM NUM 
lBER OF ARCS' I 
294 FCRMA T (' 0 1 //1 3X,'EXE CUTION TIME VS RATIO OF NOD ES TO ARCS') 
295 FORMAT (' 0' //13 X,' EXECUTI ON TI ME VS RATIO OF LO OPS TO ARCS' l 
296 FORMA T ('0'//l3X, ' NUMBE R OF INPUTS VS PERCENT OF ARCS TESTED') 
297 FORM AT ('0'//13Xr eR ATIO OF ACTUAL TO MAXIMU M NU MB ER OF ARCS VS PE 
l RCENT OF ARCS TESTED 0 ) 
298 FOR MAT ('0'//l3X, 'RATIO OF NODES TO ARCS VS PE RCENT OF ARCS TESTE 
1 D' ) 
299 FORM AT ( 1 0 1 //13 X, ' RATIO OF LOOPS TO ARCS VS PE RCENT OF ARCS TESTE 
1 D I l 
300 FORMAT P0'//13X, ' NUMBE R OF INPUTS VS EXECUTION TI ME') 
301 FORMA T ('0'//13X, ' NUMBE R OF I NPUTS VS PE RCENT RESI DUAL ERR ORS') 
30 2 FORM AT ( 1 0'//13X, 0 EX ECU TION TIME VS NUMB ER OF I NST RUCTIONS') 
303 FORtv1 AT ('l'f 5 9X , 'DATA SU MM ARY 0 // 62 X, 'P ER CENT', 3X, 'PERCENT', 
1 2X, 'EXECUTI ON •, 3X, 1 REP AIR ', 4X, ' ACTU AL', 4X, ' NOOES', 5X, 
2 'L OO PS 1 /4X, 'RUN', 35X 7 'ERRORS' f 3X, ' RESiDUAL', 2X, 'RESIDUAL', 3 4X, 'A RCS', 6X, •TI ME', 6X, 1 TI ME0 , 5X, 'T O MAX', 6X, 1 T0 1 , 8X, 
4 'T 0 '/ 2Xr . 
5 ' NUMBER ', 5X, ' NODES•, 4X, 'I NPUTS ' , 4X, 1 INSTR.•, 4X, ~sEEDED', 
6 4Xr ' ERRORS', 4 X, ' ERROR S', 4X , 'T EST ED ', 4X, '(SEC)', 7X, 
7 '(H RS) 1 , 4X, ' ARC S• , 6X, 0 ARCS' , 6X , 'AR CS'!} 
304 F Ok~~~ T ('0', ZX, 13 , lX, ; * '' 5X., U , 7X, F5o0, 3(5 X, F5.0), 
1 2 ( 4X , F6 . 2), ZX, 2Fl0.5, 3X, F5 .3 , 2{5X, F5 .3)) 
305 FORMAT PO ' , 13X, 'TH E LAST SEED US ED WA S', Ill, '.') 
READ I N TH E TYPE OF SIMULATION TO BE RUN (SI MN UMl 
REA D (5,1 00 ) SH-11\! U~l 
RE AD I N NUMB ER OF INP UTS TO BE USE D <MIN PUT) 
RE AD (5,10 0 ) MINPU T 
READ I N TH E MEAN NUMBE R OF I NSTRUCTI ON S BETWEEN EACH NODE (MEANLN) 
REA D { 5 , 1 0 0 ) ~~ E AN L f\l 
RE AD IN TH E NUMB ER OF GRA PHS TO BE EVALUATED (NUMOUT) 
READ (5,100) f\! Uf-l OUT 
READ IN WH ETHER OR NOT THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IS TO BE READ IN 
READ (5,100) INR EAD 
READ IN WH ETH ER DEL ETING AN ARC FROM THE STRUCTURE OR 
AD DI NG AN ARC TO THE STRUCTURE. 
READ (5,10 0 ) DELAOD 
READ IN THE MEAN TI ME TO EXECUTE AN INSTRUCTION IN MILLISECONDS (ITH1E ) 






















READ IN MEAN TIME TO REPAIR AN ERROR IN MIN (MMTTR) 
READ (5,100) MMTTR . 
READ IN MEAN NU MB ER OF INSTRUCTIONS THAT ARE ERROR FREE (MEANER) 
READ (5,100) MEANER 
READ IN MEAN NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR EACH LOOP (MEANITJ 
READ (5,100) MEANIT 
READ I N MEA N NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS CHANGED WHEN AN ERROR IS 
FOUN D (AVC HNG) 
READ ( 5 ,1 00) AVCHNG 
READ IN THE ASTE RI CKS TO PUT AROUND OUTPUT ARRAYS (ASTER) 
READ ( 5,20 6 } ASTER 
RE AD IN THE NUMBER OF NODES (N} 
READ (5,10 0 ) N 
READ IN THE ADJ ACENCY MATRIX (NODES) 
DO 20 I=l , N 
20 READ (5,140) (NOD ES(I,J), J=l,N) 
IF (SI MN UM. EQ .l) WRITE (6,151) 
IF (SIM NUM . EQ .2) WRITE (6,152) 
IF <SIM NUM . EQ.3) WRITE (6,153) 
IF <SI MNUM . EQ.4 ) WRITE (6,154) 
IF <SI MNUM . EQ .5) WR ITE (6,155) 
IF (I NRE AD.E Q.l) WR ITE(6,156) 
WRI TE (6,2 07 ) ITH4E, MM TTR, MINPUT, MEANER, AVCHNG 
WRITE (6,2 08 ) ME ANI T 
WRITE ( 6 1 209 ) MEAN LN WR ITE (6,204) ~UMOUT 
NNO UT = 1 
IX= 71286223 
I W = I X 
DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARCS IN THE ADJACENCY MATRIX 
MAXARC = N*(N-ll 
NUMPTS IS TH E LABEL FOR THE OUTPUT ARRAY 
DO 57 I = 1, N 
N UM P T S ( I ) = I 
ASTER AND ASTOUT ARE TO PUT ASTERICKS AROUND THE ARRAY 
AST OUT <I) = ASTER 
57 CO NTI NUE 
CALL DIGR AF 
59 DO 62 I = 1,N 
DO 6 1 J = l,N 
I SEED IS THE ARRAY OF ERRORS SEEDED 
! SEED ( I ,J) = 0 
61 CON TINUE 
62 CON TINUE 
SEED THE PROGRAM WITH ERRORS 
IF <SI MN UM. EQ .1} IX= 1722632 
CALL SEED 















~ ., ) 
PREVIOUS TEST IF A CONTINUATION OF THE DATA IS DESIRED. 
IF (SIMNUM.EQ.Sl READ (5 7 108) IX 63 ARCS = O. 
I NST = 0 
NSEED = 0 
DO 65 l=l,N 
DO 65 J=l,N . 
ZE RO THE MATRIX WHICH RECORDS WHETHER OR NOT AN ARC HAS BEEN TEST TESTED( I,J) = 0 
I F (NODE S(I,J}.NE.U GO TO 65 
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF ARCS IN THE PROGRAM 
ARCS= ARCS t- 1. 
CAl CULA TE THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS 
I NST = INST +- X(I,J) 
CALCULAT E THE NUMBER OF ERRORS SEEDED 
NSEEO = NSEEO +- ISEED(l,J) 
65 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF LOOPS IN THE PROGRAM 
LC OP S = 0 
DO 68 I=l,N 
DO 68 J=l I 
IF (NODES(I,J).EQ.l) LOOPS= LOOPS+ 1 
68 CO NTI NUE 
CH OO SE SAMPLE INPUT 
I NPU T = 1 
17 TOTRE P = 0. 
TI ME = O. 
AVLINK = 0. 
TT II"IE(NNO UT) = 0. 
TREP( NNO UT) = 0. 
TLI NK (NNOUT) = O. 
78 IZ = IX 
NODE = 1 
WRITE (6,227) 
NUMSUC IS THE NUMBER OF SUCCESSORS 
7·9 NUMS UC = 0 
DO 80 J=l,N 
IF ( NODES (N ODE,J).EQ.l) NUMSUC = NUMSUC +- 1 
80 CON TI NUE 
IF (NU MSUC.EQ.O) GO TO 96 
IF ( NUI'-1SUC. NE.l) GO TO 82 
K = 1 
GO TO 83 
THE SUCCESSORS ARE CHOSEN RANDOMLY WITH A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
82 CALL RANDOI'-H I z, U, 1) 
K = 1 _.. NUI"'SUC*U 
83 KK = 0 

















I F (NODES(NODE,J).EQ.l) KK = KK ~ 1 
IF (KK. EOoKl GO TO 86 
85 CONTI NUE 
86 l = J 
TI ME I S ASSU MED TO HAV E A ME AN OF ITI ME MILLIS ECONDS PER 
INS TRUCTI ON WIT H AN EXP ONENTiA L DIST RI BU TI ON 
CALL EXPON ( I Z, XTI ME7 1) 
XTI ME = XT I ME * ITIME 
I F ( NODE .L E.L) GO TO 88 
CONVER T TI ME IN TO HOURS 
TIME = TIM E + XTI ME * ITER(NODE,L) * (X(N ODE,L) + X(L,NOOE)) I 
1 l. OE03 
GO TO 89 
88 TI ME = TI ME + X( NOD E,L) * XTI ME / l.OE03 
89 WRI TE ( 6 ,2 30) NO OE,L 
TEST EO ( NODE, L) = l 
IS THE RE AN ERRO R I N THIS · PATH 
I F(I SEED ( NODE ,Ll.E Q.O) GO TO 95 
ER ROR FOU ND 
~J R IT E ( 6 ,245) 
SEE LF A NEW ERRO R SHO UL D BE IN SERTED 
CA LL NUSE ED 
90 IS EE D( NODE, L) = I SEED( NO DE,L) - 1 
CALL EXPON ( IZ, U, 1) 
MEAN TI ME TO RE PAIR HAS AN EXP ON ENTIAL DISTRIBUTION WITH A 
ME AN OF MiHTR MI NUTE S 
M T T R = ~1 M T T R >:< U 
10 TREP IS THE TOTA L REPA IR TI ME I N HO UR S 
TOTR cP = TOT REP + MTT R/ 60. 
GO TO 78 
95 NODE = L 
GO TO 7 9 
AVLI NK IS THE AVER AGE ARC TRAVERSAL TIME IN MINUTES 
96 AVLI NK = (T IME /~RC$) 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 4 0 ) IN PUT , T I ME , TOT R E P , A V LI N K 
I F (S I MN UM.E Q.2 ) GO TO 97 
TTI ME CNN OUT ) = TTI ME( NNOUT) + T I ME 
TREP ( NNOUT ) = TRE P (NNOUT) + TOT REP 
TLI NK( NNO UT) = TLI NK(N NOUT) + AVLINK 
GO TO 99 
97 NOUT = NN OUT - 1 
I F ( NNO UT . GTsl) GO TO 9 8 
TLI NK(l ) = AVL I NK 
TREP( l ) :::: TOTRE P 
TTI ME( 1) = TI ME 
GO TO 99 
98 TLI NKCNNOUT ) = TLI NK( NO UT) + AVLI NK 






TTIME(NNOUT) = TTIME(NOUT) + TIME 
99 TIME = O. 
TOTREP = 0. 
AVLI NK = 0. 
I NPUT = I NPUT + 1 
C KOUN T IS A COUNTER OF THE NUMBER OF SEEDED ERRORS REMAINING 












DO 101 I = 1 , N 
DO 10 1 J = 1, N 
I F (j\J 0 D E S ( I , J ) • E Q • 1) K 0 UN T = K 0 UN T + I S E E D ( I , J ) 
CON TI NUE 
WR I TE (6,25 0 ) KOUNT, (NUMPTS(I), I= l,N) 
WRIT E (6 , 25 S ) (ASTOUT (I), I = l,N) 
DO 1 1 0 I = 1 , N 
WR IT E (6,2 60 ) NU~1P TS { I} , (I SEED(I,J), J=l,N) 
DI STINCT SE ~ D FOR RAN DOM NUMBER GENERATOR FOR EACH INPUT 
I X = IX - 123 4 5 · 
I F (S I MNUMeEQ .2) GO TO 11 1 
IF <SI MN UM. EQ .5) GO TO 111 
MIN PUT IS THE MA XI MUM NUMBE R OF INPUT PATHS TO BE CHECKED 
I F ( IN PUT.LE . MI NPUT) GO TO 78 
CALCU LATE THE NUMB ER OF ARCS TES TED 
TE ST = 0 
DO 112 I :.: l, N 
DO 112 J = l, N 
IF ( TESTE D( l ,J). EQ .l) TEST= TEST+ l 
CO NT II\JUE 
I NPUT = I NPU T - 1 
PTE ST IS THE PE RCE NT OF ARCS TESTED 
PTES f(NNOU T) = 100 . * TEST I ARCS 
F IS TH E RAT IO OF ACTU AL TO MAX IMU M NU MBER OF ARCS 
FCNNO UT J = ARCS I MAX ARC 
FNA IS THE RATIO OF NODES TO ARC S 
FNA ( NN OUT) = N I ARCS 
FLA IS THE RAT I O OF LOOP S TO ARCS 
FL A<NNOU T} = LOOPS I ARCS 
TINST( NNO UT) = INS T 
TI NP UT( NNO UT) = INPUT 
TSEED ( NNOUT) = NSEED 
TKO UNT <NN OU T) = KOU NT 
PSEED ( NNOUT) = 100. * (TKOUNT(NNOUT) \ / NSEED) 
WR I TE ( 6,265 ) I NPUT, INST, NSEED, KOU I'JT, PSEED(NNOUT), 
1 PTES T{N NO UT) · 
WRITE ( 6,270 ) TTI ME ( NN OUT), TREP ( NN OUT), TLI NK( NNOUT) 
WRI TE ( 6 , 275 ) F ( NNOUT ), FN A( NNO UT), FLA( NNOUT) 
NNOUT = NN OU T + 1 
IF ( NNOUT . GT . NU MOUT) GO TO 1 18 













iF (SIMNUM.EQ.1l GO TO 57 
IF (SIMNUM.EQ.Zl INPUT = INPUT + 1 
IF CSI MNUM.EQ.ZJ GO TO 78 
00 113 I = l,N 
DO 113 J = 1 N 
ISE ED (I,J) = SVSEEO(I,J) 
IF (SI MNUM . EQ .5) GO TO 63 
IF ( OE LA DD. EQ .O) CALL DELARC 
IF COELA DD.E Q.1) CALL ADDARC 
WRITE (6,1 80) CNU MPTS(I), I=l,N) 
WkiTE (6 1 255} {AST OUT(I), I = 1,N) 
DO l1 7 I = 1, N 
-. 
WRITE (6, 260 ) NUMPTS(I), (NODES(I,Jl, J=1 7 Nl WR ITE (6, 203 ) 
GO TO 63 
~JR ITE (6,305) IZ 
\1 R I T E ( 6, 2 84 ) 
CALL PLOTP <TTIME, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
~I R I T E ( 6 , 2 8 5 ) 
WRITE ( 6, 2 84) 
CALL PL OTP (TTIME 7 PSEED, NUMOUT, 0) WRI TE ( 6 ,2 86 ) 
WRITE (6,2 84 ) 
CALL PL OTP ( TR EP , T KOUNT, NUMOUT, 0 l 
WRITE (6,287) 
IF (SI MNUM . NE .2) GO TO 119 
WRITE ( 6 ,2 84) 
CALL PLOTP CTINPUT, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) · 
WRITE (6,2 88 ) 
vi RITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP CTINPUT, PTEST, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,296) 
WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLO TP (TINPUT, TTIME, NUMOUT, 0) 
WR ITE (6, 300) 
WRITE ( 6, 2 84) 
CALL PLOTP ( TINPUT, PSEED, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE ( 6 , 301 1 
I F ((SI MNUM. EQ.2).0R.CSIMNUM.EQ.5)) GO TO 121 
WRITE (6,284 ) 
CALL PLOTP <TTII'-1E, T,INST, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE {6,302) ~ 
WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PL OTP CTINST, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
WR ITE (6,2 89 ) 
IF (SI MN UM.E Q.l) GO TO 121 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 84 l 







WRITE ( 6, 2 84 } 
~ ~ 
CALL PLOTP (FNA, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,291) 
\r~RITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (FLA, TKOUNT, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,292) 
WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (TTIME, F, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE ( 6,293) 
WRITE ( 6, 2 84) 
CALL PLOTP (TTIME, FNA, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,2 94 ) 
WR ITE ( 6, 2 84 ) 
CALL PLOTP (TTIME, FLA, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRIT E (6,295} . 
WRITE (6,284) 
CALL PLOTP (F, PTEST, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,2 97) 
WRITE (6,28lj) 
CALL PLOTP (FNA, PTEST, NUMOUT, 0) 
WR ITE (6,2 98) 
v1 R I T E ( 6 , 2 84 ) 
C ALL PL 0 T p- ( F l A , PTE S T, N U M 0 U T , 0 ) 
\~R ITE (6,29 9 ) 
121 DO 125 K = 1,2 
WRITE (6,303) 
WRITE (6,255) (ASTOUT!I), I = l,N) 
DO 122 I = 1,NUMOUT 
122 ~JRITE (6,304) I, N, TINPUT(l), TINST(I), TSEED(l), TKOUNT(l), 
1 PSFED(!), PTEST(I), TTIME(l), TREP(I), F(l), FNA(Il, FLA(I) 
125 CONTINUE 
IF ((SIMNUM.NE.3} .ANO.(SIMNUM.NE.4)) CALL GRAPHO 
C NEED A MINI MUM OF 10 GRAPHS TO ANALYZE BEFORE CALLING HISTG 
I F {SI MNUM .NE.5} GO TO 126 
c 
c 
CALL HISTG (TTIME, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6, 280 ) 
CALL HISTG (TREP, NUMOUT, 0) 
WRITE (6,281) 
CALL HISTG (PSEED, NUMOUT, Ol 
WRITE (6,282} 

















C CONSTRUCT THE DIRECTED GRAPH C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMON /ALLL/N, NODES(30,30) 
C m 1 tv: 0 N I A R R A Y I X ( 3 0 ,3 0 ) , f'..: U M P T S ( 3 0 ) , A S T 0 U T ( 3 0 ) , A V C H N G 
C CMMON /GE N/MEANLN , IX 
C O t~MON /E R ROR /IS E E D (30,30), ITER(30,30), MEANER, INST, MEANIT, IZ 
C OM MO N/GRA F/I NRE AD 
I NTE GER*4 CHA NGE, AVCHNG 
100 F ORMA T (16F5.0} 
1 3 0 F OR~~A T ('O•, l OX, 14, lX, 'NODES IN DIRECTED GRAPH.'//) 
140 F ORMAT('O', 13X , 'MATRIX OF ARC LENGTHS 1 //7X, 30(I4l) 
150 F OR I-1 AT ( 1 0 1 , 15, I *'r 30(F4.0)) 
160 F ORM AT ('0', 13X, 'NOTE: 0.0 INDICATES NO ARC FROM I TO J 1 //) 
180 F OR1'1 AT ('0', 13X, 'ADJACENCY ~1AT R IX'//7X, 30(!4)) 
1 9 0 F ORMA T ( 1 0 1 , 15 , I * ', 30(!4)) 
200 F ORMA T (10', l3X, ' NO TE: NO NEXISTENCE OF AN ARC IS INDICATED BY A 
l ZE R0 1 //i 
2 10 F 0 R MA T ( ' ' , 7 X , 3 0 ( A 4) ) 
222 F ORM AT ! ' ', 7X, 30(A4)) 
225 F ORMA T ('0 1 , !5, I *', 30(14)) 
230 F ORMAT ( 1 0', 13X, ' LOOP ITERATI ON S 1 //7X, 30(14)} 
C IF I NRE AD = 0 RA NDO MLY GE NERATE INSTRUCTION LENGTHS 
C I F I NR EA D = 1 READ IN I NSTR UCTION LENGTHS 
I F (I NR EAD.EQ.O J GO T O 20 . 
DO 10 I= l,N 
10 RE AD (5,1 00 ) {X(I,J), J = 1 7 N) 
GO TO 25 . 
C GEN ERAT E THE NUMB ER OF INSTRUCTIONS BETWEEN EACH NODE -
C EX PO NE NTIAL L Y DIS TRIBUTED 
20 DO 2 5 I= 1, N 
DO 25 J =l, N 
X(I,JI = 0.0 
IF ( NOOE: S(I,J}.EQ.O) GO TO 25 
CAL L EX PON ( I X,XLNTH, 1) 
C MEANLN IS THE EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED MEAN LENGTH OF EACH ARC 
X(l,J) = MEA NLN * XL NTH + 1.0 
25 C ON TINUE 
WRIT E (6,130) N 
WRITE ( 6 ,140) ( NUMP T S( l), I = 1 ,N) 
WR IT E ( 6, 2 10 } (AS T OUT ( I ) , I = 1 , N) 
DO 30 I= 1 , N 
3 0 W R IT E ( 6 d . 5 0 ) N U ~1 P T S ( I ) , ( X ( I , J ) , J = 1 , N ) 
WR IT E ( 6 ,1 60 ) 









WRITE ( 6, 210 ) ( AS TOUT ( I ) , I = 1 , N) 
DO 50 I=l, N 
50 WR ITE (6,190) NUMPTS(l), (NODES(I,J), J=l,N) 
WRITE (6:200) 
C THE NUMB ER OF ITERATIONS PER LOOP IS DISTRIBUTED WITH A UNIFORM 
C DISTRIBUTION WITH A MEAN OF MEANIT 
DO 55 l = 1, N 
DO 55 J = 1,N 
ITE R<I,J) = 0 
I F ( NOD ES(l,J).EQ.O) GO TO 55 
IT ER (l,J) = 1 
IF (J. GT .l) GO TO 55 
CALL RANDOM (IX, TIT ER , 1) 
ITE R(l,J) = 1 + MEANIT*TITER 
55 CON TI NUE 
C CRE ATE LABELS FOR THE OUTPUT ARRAY 






\-1 R I T c ( 6 , 2 2 2 ) ( A S T 0 U T ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
DO 73 I = l,N 






C ADDARC ADOS AN ARC BETWEEN TWO NODES C 
c c 
ccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMON /ALLL/N 1 NODE $(30,30) COi''1MON /AR RAY /X(30,30), N\:JMPTS(30), ASTOUT(30), AVCHNG 
COMMON /GEN/ MEANLN, IX 
100 FORMAT (2I5) 
110 FORMA T {'1', 13X, 'A NE~-1 ARC HAS BEEN ADDEO FROM NODE', I3, 
1 ' TO NOD E', I 3, ' OF LENGTH', F4.0} 
C ADD A NEW ARC FROM N1 TO N2 
READ ( 5 ,100) N1, N2 
NO DES( Nl, tJ2 ) = l 
CALL EXPON (IX, XL NTH, 1) 
C MEANLN IS THE MEA N LENGTH OF THE ARC TO BE EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIB. 
X( Nl ,N2 ) = ME ANLN * XLNTH + 1.0 . 








.. .. 1" • • 
SUBROUTINE DELARC 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c . c 






COM MO N/ALLL/N, NODES(30,30) 
COMMON/ARR AY/X(30,30l, NUMPTS(30), ASTOUT(30) 1 AVCHNG 
C 01v1MON / ERROR/ISEED{3 0 ,3 0 ), IT ER (30,30), MEANER, iNST, MEANIT, Il 
COMMON / OUT / NSEE O, INPUT, SVSEED(30,30} 
I NTEG ER SVS EE D 
100 FORMA T (2!5) 
110 F ORMA T (' 1 ', 1 3 X, 'AN ARC WAS Df.LETEO FROM NODE', 13 7 
1 'T O NOD E', 13 , '.'/) 
READ (5,100) Nl, N2 
N 0 D E S U J 1 , N 2 ) = 0 
X( Nl, N2 ) == 0.0 
ISEE OCN l,NZl = 0 
SVS EE D(N1, N2) = 0 










CO MMON /ALL L / N, NODES(30,30) 
CO MMON/ARRAYJX(30,30), NUMPTSC.30), ASTOUT(30), AVCHNG 
CO MMON/ERRO R/ISEE0(30,30lr. ITER(30,30), MEANER, INST, MEANIT, IZ 
COMMON /OUT/ NSE ED, I NPUT, ~VSEE0(30,30) 
CGM MO N/GEN/ MEAN LN, IX · 
I NT EGER *4 CHANGE , AVCHNG 1 SVSEED 
0 I MEN S I ON Etd 3 0 ) , I E R ( 3 0 ) 
205 F ORM AT ('0', l3X, 'S EED ERRO RS AT INSTRUCTION INTERVALS'// lOX, 
l 3014) 
210 FO RM AT (' 1'11 l3X, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IS', 15} 
220 FOR MAT ('0'// 13X, 'TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS SEEDED l$ 1 ,14// 13X, 
l'THE ERROR MATRIX 1 //7X, 30(I4)} 
222 FORMAT (I • ' 7X, 30(A4)) 
225 FORI"' AT <'0'' 15, I *'' 30( 14), 
C GEN~R AT E ERR ORS WITH EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
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D 0 60 I = 1, N 
IER(l) =MEANER* ER(l) 
60 CONTINUE 
I I = 1 NSF.ED IS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS SEEDED 
NSE::ED = 0 
I NST IS THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS 
INST = 0 NUMER IS THE ER RO R SEED/INSTRUCTICN COMPARATOR 
NU~1ER = 0 
0 0 70 I = 1, N 
DO 65 J = 1,N 
I F ( NOD E S ( I , J ) • E Q • 0 ) G 0 T 0 6 5 
COUN T THE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS 
I NST = INST + X(I,J) LO OPS ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE AN ERROR RATE PROPERTIONAL TO THE 
NUMBER OF INST RUCTIONS IN THE LOOP AND THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
THR OUGH TH E LO OP IF (J.LE. I) IER(Il) = IER(ll) I ( (X(l,J) * ITER(I,J})/MEANER) 
63 NUMER = NUM=P. + IER(!!) 
IF <INST.LT.NUMER} GO TO 64 
!SEED( I ,J) = I SEED (I,J) + 1 
NSEED = NSEED + 1 
II= II + 1 
I F (!I.LE.N) GO TO 63 
I I = 1 
GO TO 63 
64 NUMER = NUMER- IER(II~ 
65 CON TINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
DO 71 I = 1, N 
DO 7i J = 1,!\1 SVSEED IS THE SAVE COPY OF THE ORIGINAL SEEDED ERRORS 
71 SVSEED( l , J) = ISEED(I,Ji 
NSEED IS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS SEED ED 
WR IT E (6,210) INST 
WRITE (6,205) (IER(l), I= 1,N) 
WRITE (6,220) NSEED, (NUMPTS(l), I = 1,N) 
WRITE (6,22 2) (ASTOUT(I), l=l,N) 
DO 75 I = 1, N WRITE (6,225) NUMPTS (I), {ISEED(l,J), J=l,N} 











C CORRE CT I NG PREVIOUS ERRO R MAY CRE ATE A NEW ERRO R C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMON/A LL L/ N, NO DES(30 , 30) 
CC MMON/ AR RAY/ X(30 , 30 ), NUMPTS( 30), AST OUT(30), AVCHNG 
COM,\10N / ERROR II SEED(.30 ,30), I TE R( 30 ,30), MEA NER, INSf, MEANIT, IZ 
C0 11"10N / OU T/NSEED , I NPUT, SVS EE0 ( 30,3 0 ) 
C 01'1MON / NEW II W 
I NTEG ER*4 CHA NGE , AVCH NG 
DI Me NSI ON ERR ( 2 ) 
2l~ 7 FOkM AT (•o•, 13X, ' NEW ER ROR INSE RTED t=R 01"1 NOD E', 14,' TO NODE', 
J. I 4/ f) 
NU M = 0 
C THE ERROR I S EQ UALLY LIKELY TO RESULT IN CHANGES TO All ARCS 
CALL RAND OM (I W, ERR , 2) 
I = 1 + N* ERR ( 1) 
J = 1 +- N*ER Fd 2) 
C NE W ERROR CREATED AT (l,J) 
C IS THIS A NODE OF THE DI RE CTED GRAPH 
10 IF (NODES ( I , J ). EQ .ll GO TO 20 
j = J + 1 
I F (J.GT. N} J = 1 
NUM = N W~ + 1 
C I F NOD E I I S A TE RM I NAL NODE NO NE W ERROR IS INS ERTED 
IF ( NUI..., .GT. N) RE TU RN 
GO TO 10 . 
C CH ANCE OF INSER TIN G A NEW ERR OR IS BASED ON THE NU MBER OF 
C I NST RU CTIO NS THAT MU ST BE CHANGED 
20 CAL L RANDOi'1 CI W, ERNU , 1} 
C AVCHNG IS THE ASSUME D (I NPUT) AVERAGE NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS 
C CH ANG ED WH EN AN ERROR I S FOUND 
C CHANGE IS THE UN I FORM LY DI STRIB UTE D NUMBER OF INS TRUCTIONS CHANGED 
CHANG E = 1 + A VCHNG*ERNU * Z~ · 
C CRA TIO I S THE ~ATIO OF I NSTR UCTI ONS CHANGED TO THE NU MB ER OF 
C I NSTR UC TI ONS IN THE UN IFORM LY RANDOM LY CH OSEN AR C 
CRAT IO = CHANGE I X( I,Jl 
C THE C R I T~RIA FOR INSER TI NG A NE W ERROR IS UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED 
CA LL RANDOM (I W, RATI O, l) 
C I F THE CH ANG e RA TI O ( CR ATI O) I S GRE ATE R THAN THE CRITERIA (RATIO), 
C THE N A NEW ERROR I S IN SER TED 
I F ( CRA TI O.L E. RA TI O) RE TURN 
50 I SEED ( l ,J) = I SEED (I,J) + l 
NSEEO = NS EED + 1 
WRIT E (6, 247) I,J 











C GRAPHICALLY DISPLAY THE DIRECTED GRAPH USING THE CALCOMP PLOTTER C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COM MON /ALLL/N, NODES (30,30) 
DIME ~~ SIO N f\J0 (30,30), X(30), XX(2), Y{30), YY(2) 
DIMENSION XL(36 ) t YL(36), THETA(36) 
I NTEGER*4 IT B{l2J/12*0/ 
REAL *4 RT8(28)/28*0.0/ 
C ITB IS DRAW P ARRAY 
IT B(l) = 1 
IT B(2) = 0 
1TB(3) = 9 
IT8(4) = 15 
IT 5{8 ) = 2 
IT B( 9 j = 0 
IT BC 10) = 2 
IT B{ll ) = 0 
C RTB IS DRAWP ARRAY 
RT6(1) = 1.0 
RT B\2 ) = 1.0 
DO 4 I = l,N 
DO 4 J = 1,N 
C NO IS ARRAY USED TO CHECK FOR PREDECESSORS 
NDCI,JI = 0 
4 COt\iTINUE 
X(l) = 4.5 
Y(l) = 15.0 
X(2) = X( ll 
C CONST IS Y-DIRECTION SCALE FACTOR 
CONST = 30./N 
Y( 2} = Y(1) - CONST 
CALL ORAWP {2 ,X,Y,ITB,RTB) 
x cm~s r = 1.5 
C KOUNT IS X-DIRECTION SHRINK FACTOR- SHRINKS AFTER EVERY OTHER 
C FMW UT 
KCUNT = 1 
C LEVE L IS TH E LEVEL IN THE DIRECTED GRAPH 
LEVEL = 2 
NN = N - 1 
ITB{ll = 2 
C LABEL IS THE NUMBER OF EACH NODE 
LABEL = 2 
DO 5 M = l,N 
IF ( 1\l uDES( l,MI .EQ.O} GO TO 5 








C KK IS THE LAST NODE IN THE GIVEN LEVEL 
KK = ~1 
K T = KK_ + 1 
IF <NODES(1,KT).EQ.O) GO TO 6 
5 CON TI NuE 
C KM lS THE LAST NODE IN THE NEXT LEVEL 
6 DO 7 M = KK,f\1 
IF (NOOES(KK.,M).EQ.O) GO TO 7 
KM = M 
KX = KM + 1 
IF ( NODE S(KK,KX).EQ.O) GO TO 8 
7 CON TINU E / 
8 DO 50 I = 2,NN 
II = I - 1 
C NUM ~UC IS THE NUMBER OF SUCCESSORS 
NU t~S UC = 0 
DO 20 J = I, KM 
I F ( NODES(l,J). EQ.O) GO TO 20 
DO 18 K = 1, I I 
C I S TH ER E A NOD E ALREADY IN EXISTENCE 
I F ( NO (K,J). EQ .O) GO TO 18 
C C 0 N f J E C T t-.J E W N 0 DE TERM 1 NAT I N G AT EX IS T I N G N 0 DE 17 XX(l) =XCI> 
XXL') = X(J) 
YY(li = Y(l) 
YY(2) = Y(J) 
CALL DRAWP(2,XX,YY,ITB,RTB) 
NDtl,J) = 1 
GO TO 20 
18 CONTINUE 
NUMS UC = NUMSUC + 1 
20 CON TI NUE 
IF <NUMSUG.LE.O) GO TO 44 
25 I F 01Ui'1 SUC . NE .l) GO TO 30 
C FANOUT TO ON E NEW NODE 
L = LA B EL + l 
LABE L = LA BE L + 1 
ND( I,L) = 1 
X(U =XCI) 
Y<U = Y(I)- CONST 
XX(!)= X(!) 
X X (2) = X'U 
YY(l) = Y(l) 
YY(2) = Y(L) 
CALL DRAWP(2,XX,YY,ITB,RTB) 
C IS THE RE A NODE ABOVE THAT NEEDS CONNECTING TO THIS NODE . DO 28 K = l,Il 
IF ( NU(K,Lj.EQ.1) GO TO 28 














IF (NODES(K,U.EQ.O) GO TO 28 
XX(U = X(K) 
YY(l) = Y(K) 
XX(2) = X(U 
YY(2) = Y(L) 
ND(K,L) = 1 
CAll ORAWP(Z,XX,YY,ITB,RTB) 
2 8 C ONT Ir\l U E 
GO TO 44 
FA NOU T TO MULTIPLE NODES 
• 
30 FAN= 2. * XC ONST I (NUMSUC - 1) 
DO 35 L=l,NUMSUC 
tv! = · LA 8 E L + L 
N D ( I,~~ ) = 1 
IF (L.GT.1) GO TO 31 
X!M) =X(!) - XCONST 
GO TO 33 
31L M = r.t\ -1 
X( M) = X( LM) + FAN 
33 Y( MI = Y(l) - CONST 
XX( l) = X(l) 
YY(l) = Y(It 
XX(2} = X( M) 
YY(2) = Y{ M} 
CAL L DRAWP{2,XX,YY,ITB,RTB) 
IS THERE A NO DE ABOVE THAT NEEDS CONNECTING TO THIS NODE 
DO 34 K=l,II 
IF ( ND ( K,M }.EQ.l) GO TO 34 
I F(NODES (K, M J.EQ~O) GO TO 34 
XX( lJ = X(K) 
YY{ ll = Y(K ) 
XX(2} = X( M) 
YY( 2} = Y( M) 
ND(K , M) = 1 
CALL DRAWP(2,X X,YY,ITB,RTB) 
34 COI\!TINU E 
35 CON TINUE 
LA BEL = LABE L + NUMSUC 
KCUNT = KOUNT + l 
40 I F ( KOUNT .LT.2) GO TO 44 
REDUCE THE X-DI RE CTION SCALE FACTOR 
XCCNST = XCONST/1.5 
KOUI'H = 0 
IS THIS NODE STILL ON THE GIVEN LEVEL 
44 IF (I.LT.KK} GO TO 50 
NO, CHANGE LE VELS 
LEVEL = LEV EL + 1 


















,... - ) 
DO 45 M = I,N 
IF (NODES( I,M) eEQ.O) GO TO 45 
KK = M 
K T = KK + 1 
• 
I F {NOD ES(l:,KT)eEQ.O) GO TO 46 
45 CONTI NUE 
DETERMI NE THE LAST NODE IN THE NEXT LEVEL AFTER THE PRESENT LEVEL 
46 DO 47 M = KK;N 
I F ( NODES(KK , ~H.EQ.O) GO TO 47 
KM = M 
K X = KM -r 1 
I F ( NO DES.( KK ,K Xi . EQ.Ol GO TO 50 
47 CON TIN UE 
50 CON TI NUE 
GRAPH LOOPS 
DO 90 I = 2, N 
K = I ~ 1 
DO 8 0 J = 1,K 
I F (1\IODES (I,Jl.EQ.O) GO TO 80 
P I = 3 o 1 4 1592 6 
EST ABL I SH THE DIRECTION OF CURVE FO R LOOP 
I F ( X(I}.LT.X(J)) PI= -PI 
STA RTI NG POINT FO R CURVE XL(l) =X(!) 
YL(l) = YUi 
END I NG POI NT FOR THE CURVE 
XU36 ) = X(J) 
YU 36 ) = Y(J) 
XDIF AND YDI F ARE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE X AND Y VALUES RESP. XDIF = X(Il- X(J} 
YDIF = Y(I)- Y(J) 
R IS THE RADIU S OF THE LOOP 
R = 0.5 * SQR T(XOIF ** 2 + YDIF**2) ( XC ,YCl I S THE CENTE R OF THE LOOP 
XC = (X(I ) -r X(Jl)/ 2 . 
YC = (Y(i) + Y(J))/ 2 . 
THETE( 1) IS THE I NITIAL ANGLE 
THETA(l) = ATA NZ(Y DIF,XDIF) 
CREA TE 36 POI NTS IN A SEMICIRCLE FORMING THE LOOP 
DO 70 L = 2,35 
f-l =L-1 
THETA(L) = TH ETA(M ) -r PI/36. 
XUU = R *COS (THETA(U) -t XC 
YL(L) = R *SI N (THETA(L)) -t YC 
70 CONTINUE 
CALL DRAWP(3 6 ,XL,YL,ITB, RTB) 80 CONTINUE 
90 CON TI NUE 
.. 1' ) 
.~ "\ ( 
c DRAW DIAMONDS AT EACH NODE IT B( l) = 3 
I TB ( 2 ) = 4 
CAL L D ~ A W P ( N ,X,Y,IT B ,RT B ) 
RET URN 
END 
/ /LINK. SYSPRI NT DO SYS OUT =O 
/ / GO . FTC6F00 1 DO SYS OUT =O , DCB =(RECFM=FBA,L RECL=133,BLKSI ZE=3325), 
II UNI T= ( SYSO UT ,SEP =FT05F0 01l ,S PAC E=CC YL,(4,1 tl 












***** ..... 30 \ \..V 
N 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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